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ABSTRACT

The review of the functional lateralization of
the cerebral hemi-

spheres suggests the notion of the sharing of
certain functions by
the two hemispheres.

In terms of speech, the dominant hemisphere

appears to hold an advantage over the nondominant for
the more complex processing of semantic, syntactic, and phonetic
stimuli.

The

dominant hemisphere also appears to hold an advantage over its
counterpart for articulation (motor mechanisms)
rizing, and audioverbal memory.

,

intentional memo-

This study evaluated a proposed

Speech Sounds Test (word/nonsense word

—WNW)

designed to challenge

these processing advantage of the dominant hemisphere, as a global

measure of lateralization for speech.

Three dichotic listening

tests were administered in counterbalanced sequences to 24 males
and an equal number of females.

The 48 subjects were right-handed

college students between the ages of 18 and 32 years, with a negative history of familial sinistrality.
ed

(WNW)

The new test being evaluat-

contained natural-speech meaningful-words/nonsense-words

dichotic pairs which differed only in the initial consonant.
of the other two tests (Digits)

in natural speech.

consonant/vowel

contained dichotic pairs of numbers

The third test, Synthetic Speech Test (vowel/

— VCV)

nonsense syllables.

One

,

contained synthetic-speech dichotic pairs of

The results were presented in terms of the dif-

ferences between the tests, of the characteristics of the WNW TEST,

iv

and of variables, such as mood and sex.

The WNW Test was found supe-

rior to the other two tests in detecting a
right-ear advantage.

No

sex differences were found in any of the three
tests, nor any effect
of the affective value of the stimulus on the
performance on the WNW

Test.

The mood state of the subjects was suggested as
probably af-

fecting performance on tests like the WNW Test.

The superiority of

the WNW Test over the other two dichotic listening tests was
restricted

by the very slight right-ear advantage obtained for the subjects as
a group, by the severe degree of stimulus dominance in the

WNW Test,

by the lack of correlation among the three tests, by the unimpressive

reliability coefficients, and by the properties of the sample used.
Further empirical evaluation of the parameters of the study was
suggested.

Despite the limitation of the results to the sample studied,

enough data were obtained to support the notion of a more reliable
response to the dichotic presentation of similar words and nonsense
words, as contained in the WNW Test, than to dichotic digits or

synethetic nonsense syllables.

The results of the study were taken

to suggest that the challenging of the salient speech-processing ad-

vantages of the dominant hemisphere was achieved by the stimuli contained in the WNW Test.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Cerebral Lateralization

The enquiry into the lateralization of functions in
the

human brain has been a topic of profound interest ever since
Paul Broca (1861) showed that damage to the third frontal convolution of the left hemisphere resulted in the impairment of speech,
thus laying the foundations for the concept of lateralized language

functions.

The attribution of speech functions to the left cere-

bral hemisphere has led to its labeling as the major or "dominant"

hemisphere.

By the same token,

the right hemisphere has been

labeled the minor or "non-dominant" hemisphere in relation to the
left.

Perhaps one of the reasons for calling the major hemisphere

"dominant" is that its output, language, may be more obviously

measured than the output of the right hemisphere.
Recent reviews of hemispheric specialization in perception
(Kimura, 1973; Searleman, 1977; White,
of the opinion that,

1969) suggest a consensus

in terms of the measures used,

the left hemi-

sphere is predominantly engaged in the processing of language
arithmetic, and other stimuli which require verbal processing.

Whilst the right hemisphere is involved with the processing of complex spatial relations and musical patterns.

On a broader level,

different cognitive styles have been ascribed to
the cerebral
hemispheres.

The left hemisphere seems to be specialized
for an

analytical, logical mode while the right hemisphere
appears specialized for a holistic or Gestalt mode.

Following tradition, the

reference to the left hemisphere in this study is synonymous
with
the reference to the dominant hemisphere for speech,
whilst the

opposite applies to the right hemisphere.

Despite the continuing interest in the left hemisphere, es-

pecially in terms of speech or language disorders (Golden, 1978),
the study of the linguistic capabilities of the right hemisphere

has gained much popularity (Searleman, 1977).

A major source of data regarding hemispheric specialization
has come from individuals whose cerebral commissures were partially
or completely sectioned (e.g., Gazzaniga, 1970; Sperry, 1974; and

many others)

Equally important has been the work with aphasiacs

.

(Gazzaniga, 1972) and with the unilateral intracarotid injection
of sodium amobarbital (Milner

,

1974).

Lateralization in the human brain has been associated with a
multitude of factors, e.g., sex, handedness, and others that are
described below.

Sex differences

.

There have been some discrepancies found in the

degree of lateralization in the human brain as a function of sex
differences.

Sperry (1974) proposes that, statistically, adult

males perform better than females in spatial
and mathematical tasks,

whilst the females have the advantage in tasks
involving verbal facility.

Similarly, McGlone and Davidson (1973) report
a clear advan-

tage on spatial tasks for dextral males over
left-handed females

who processed visuospatial material with either the
right or the
left hemisphere.

They suggested non-verbal cerebral dominance may

be right-hemisphere dependent in males.

EEG measures (Davidson, Schwartz, Pugash,

In a related study, with
&

Bromfield, 1976), right-

handed females were found to have more flexibility than male dextrals
in engaging one hemisphere or the other during tasks of self-generated

behavior, such as the recitation of the lyrics of a familiar song.
The experimenters suggest that females may be less lateralized on

perceptual tasks than males, while being more lateralized on hemi-

sphere-dependent tasks requiring self-generated behavior.

Other

closely related results (McGlone, 1976) favor the conclusion that
adult males appear to have a more fully developed brain asymmetry and

lateral specialization for verbal and spatial functions than females.
These results were obtained through the administration of the Wechsler

Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) to individuals with unilateral brain
lesions.

The investigator found that males displayed selective

deficits on both the Verbal and Performance scales of the WAIS after
injury to one side of the brain, whilst the females did not.

According to the above, the differences in lateralization
between the sexes, that is, performance, should become evident in

the scores of a test of lateralization
for speech.

However, if the

performance (i.e., accuracy of response) is not
included in the calculation of the score, then the differences would
not be evident.
Such a score, independent of the accuracy of
response, has been sug-

gested by Marshall, Caplan, and Holmes (1975) for
tests consisting
of simultaneous binaural messages and their recognition
or retention.

Such a measure, called a laterality coefficient, would
require

dividing the difference between the correct responses to right
and
left-ear stimulation by the total number of responses, or by the
total number of errors if accuracy of response is under 50%.

Head and eye movements

.

Cerebral lateralization has been associated

with head and eye movements (Kinsbourne, 1972).

Kinsbourne relates

the turning of the head and eyes to the right by dextrals to the

solving of verbal problems and their looking up and left-turning
of the head to solving numerical and spatial problems.

He suggests

the laterality underlying cerebral activity may be reflected in the

direction to which a person looks while thinking.

Somewhat incom-

patible with these propositions were the results obtained by
Erlichman, Weiner, and Baker (1974) where verbal material produced

significantly more downward gaze shifts than spatial material, and
where the absnece of gaze shifts occurred more often for spatial
than for verbal material.

Intelligence

.

Intelligence has also been associated with the degree

of lateralization for speech by Berman (1971).

Berman found that the

degree of left-hemisphere dominance correlated
significantly with

intelligence in children between the ages of

8

and 14;

that is,

higher degree of dominance with higher
intellectual level.

He also

found that with the exception of ear advantage,
all the measures
of dominance (i.e., behavioral tasks) varied
significantly between

the different intellectual-level groups).

Personality variables and emotion

.

The relationships between cerebral

lateralization and personality variables and the perception of
emotional stimuli have been studied in a variety of ways (DeWitt,
1977).
For example, it has been proposed that in normal right-handed
subjects,

emotional questions elicit a greater right-hemisphere activation
than comparable non-emotional questions, whilst non-emotional questions elicit a greater activation of the left hemisphere (Schwartz,

Davidson,

&

Maer, 1975).

The notion of the lateralization of emotions

to the right hemisphere has stimulated some attempts to integrate

this notion with psychodynamic concepts, especially with dreams
(Galin, 1976;

Stone,

1977), free-association (Stone, 1977), defense

mechanisms (Galin, 1976), and psychosomatic illnesses (Hoppe, 1977).
Examination of this issue is beyond the scope of the present discussion
Suffice it to say that the relationship which may exist between lateral! zed hemispheric functions and psychoanalytic concepts per se

appears somewhat weak.

Handedness

.

One area that has fostered intense interest is that of

the relationship between handedness and cerebral lateralization.

Searleman (1977) estimates that from 90 to
99% of all right-handed
individuals have their language functions
subserved by the left
hemisphere, as well as from 50 to 70% of those
who are not righthanded.

Similarly, Milner (1974) reports an incidence
of left-

hemisphere speech representation of 92% among 92
dextrals.

Seven

percent of the right-handed subjects had speech
representation in
the right hemisphere and 1% had bilateral speech
representation.
Of the left-handed or ambidextrous subjects without
left-hemisphere

damage early in life, 69% had speech representation in the
left
hemisphere, 18% in the right hemisphere, and 13% had bilateral

speech representation.

These results appear quite reliable since

a modification of the technique of intracarotid injection of sodium

amobarbital (Wada

&

Rasmussen, 1960) was used to determine the

hemispheric representation for speech.

The procedure in this in-

stance called for the administration of sodium amobarbital into

either the left or the right common carotid artery.

Upon adminis-

tration of the drug, the subject was asked to count aloud slowly,

with legs flexed, arms raised, and fingers moving.

Injections to

either side elicited immediate contralateral hemiplegia, hemianopia,
and partial hemianesthesia.

If the injection affected the hemisphere

which subserved the speech functions, the subject was also mute for
about two minutes and made many dysphasic errors during the recovery
period.

The subjects considered to have bilateral speech representa-

tion displayed dysphasia when the drug was injected into either hemi-

sphere, but the speech defects were mild in
both cases.

The contra-

lateral hemiparetic effects produced by the injection
of the drug
to either side did not show any differences between
the subjects

in the mean of their duration.

This procedure, used generally as

a pre-surgical method of assessing dominance for speech
in patients

who are to undergo neurosurgery, has some limitations according to

Searleman (1977).

Searleman considers the method measures lateral-

ization for speech production, but not of speech comprehension, which
he considers less lateralized than the former.

In addition, in the

work reported by Milner, one must be cognizant of the fact that the
subjects already had some sort of cerebral impairment which may have
influenced the results of the study.

Despite these probable limita-

tions, the results are in accordance with the prevalent notions of
the incidence of right-handedness being somewhat more than 90%, and
of the incidence of lef t-handedness being around 5% in the population

(Hardyck & Petrinovich, 1977).

For example, Geschwind (1972) esti-

mated that in 97% of 100 patients with permanent language disorder
caused by brain lesions, the damage was confined to the left hemispher

Familial lef t-handedness

with

a strong

.

Geschwind (1972) observed that dextrals

family history of lef t-handedness showed better speech

recovery than patients without such a history.

In the same vein,

Hardyck and Petrinovich (1977) suggest a familial model of handedness
along a continuum between dextrals and sinistrals.

In their model,

the dextrals and sinistrals with a negative history of familial left-

8

handedness would have a conspicuous
lateralization for speech functions to the left and right hemisphere,
respectively.

The sinis-

trals with a positive history of familial
lef t-handedness would have

bilateral specialization for speech.

And the dextrals with a positive

history of familial sinistrality would be intermediate
between the

left-handed with a positive history and the right-handed
with a

negative history; that is, their lateralization for
speech to the
left hemisphere would be more ambiguous.

All this suggests that

familial lef t-handedness may be worth considering in any study
of
lateralized functions, especially when the function studied is
speech.

Clinical value of laterality

.

The usefulness of methods to assess

lateralized cerebral functions is well proven in the investigation
of these functions and in neurosurgery.

In clinical neuropsycho-

diagnostic procedures, the determination of the cerebral dominance
for speech functions may become a necessity.

This necessity becomes

clear if one needs to correlate diagnostic results with an approx-

imation to the anatomical distribution of the lesion, or with the

causative agent of a particular impairment (Christensen
Luria, 1966; Reitan
1970).

&

,

Davidson, 1974; Russell, Neuringer,

1975;
&

Goldstein,

This correlation between diagnostic results and lateralization

of cerebral functions may justify particular therapeutic recommenda-

tions (Golden, 1978).

The determination of the cerebral dominance for speech may be

quite difficult if one does not have an accurate or adequate technique

.

at hand, especially in very ambiguous
cases of lateralization for

speech.

This may be one of the reasons why Lezak
(1976) suggests

that for most clinical purposes it is
acceptable to assume speech

functions localized in the left hemisphere for
right-handed persons.

Of course, she accepts that this assumption
may not be

ncessarily correct, and that the probability of it being
correct
decreases when an opposite assumption is made regarding
handed person.

a left-

Luria's (1966) comments may be taken as emphasizing

the clinical view when he stated:
It is easy to see that our lack of knowledge concerning
the degree of dominance of the hemispheres in different
persons and with respect to different functions is a great
handicap in the clinical investigation of patients with
local brain lesions (p. 90).
It has been established in this section that one cerebral

hemisphere appears to generally engage in different cognitive processes
from those of the contralateral hemisphere.

The examination of the

anatomical evidence relating to the concept of lateral specialization,
the notions regarding its development, and the specific nature of some

specialized hemispheric functions will be examined in some of the follow
ing sections of this chapter

Anatomical Correlates of Laterality

Gross anatomical differences between hemispheres

.

In his review of

studies attempting to confirm the asymmetry of the brain, Von Bonin
(1962) concluded that despite the left hemisphere containing a little

more cortex than the right, based on specific gravity and the measurement of sulci and fissures, he could not justify correlating these

.
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small differences with the outstanding
differences in functions
found between the two cerebral hemispheres.

More recently, Geschwind

(1972) reported that of 100 normal brains examined,
65% had a larger

left planum temporale, it was equal in 24%, and
11% had a larger

right planum temporale.

A more recent review of the anatomical

asymmetries of the human cerebral cortex (Rubens, 1977)
emphasized
the sylvian and perisylvian structures.

Rubens noted that the larger

left Sylvian fissure and planum temporale found in a significant

majority of adult brains is accompanied by longer left parietal and
posterior temporal operculi.

In fetuses ranging from 7,5 to 8.5

months of gestation, the Sylvian fissure of the left hemisphere was
longer than that of the right hemisphere, indicating that hemi-

spheric differences precede early extrauterine environmental experience.

Rubens warns, however, that morphological differences

cannot be construed as direct evidence for an inborn superiority
of the left hemisphere for the processing of speech sounds or the

development of language
A somewhat corresponding asymmetry of a larger mass on the

posterior portion of the right hemisphere has been implied by the
finding of a longer occipital horn of the left lateral ventricle
than of the right (McRae, Branch,

&

Milner, 1968).

The implications

of these latter findings for the notion of the processing of spatial

information by the right hemisphere are intriguing.

Interhemispheric transfer of information
Animals.

.

Reviewing the effects on animals of the interruption

.
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of the fibers known to be involved
in interhemispheric cross-inte-

gration (e.g., anterior commissures, corpus
callosum, and others),
Sperry (1962) considers that a certain degree
of interhemispheric

transfer occurs despite the sectioning of these
fibers.

He con-

siders visual information entering one side of
the brain being

cross-integrated with tactile information entering the
other side.
Sperry speculates that this activity, which amounts to
more than a
\

simple leakage of sensory information, probably occurs
at subcortical
levels
It could be said that the explanation for animal
behavior

corresponding to those speculations may be that the material learned
is already coded in both hemispheres, and that a crude stimulus
will

elicit a similarly crude response from each hemisphere.

ation is somewhat disproved by Myers (1962).

This explan-

He studied the inter-

hemispheric transfer of visually learned material in cats by training
one hemisphere separately and then removing it.

To accomplish this,

he sectioned the optic chiasma of some cats and both sectioned the

optic chiasma and performed partial or complete callosal section on
others.

The optic-chiasma sectioned cats with an intact corpus

callosum performed poorer than their intact-chiasma counterparts
on a learning task of discrimination of complex stimuli.

The major-

ity of the cats performed with a mild decrement on testing after the

removal of the hemisphere which had received the training.
Humans

.

In the human,

the transmission of information between

the hemisphere, specifically the transfer of speech, appears to be

12

affected by the sectioning of the callosal
portion anterior to the
splenium (Springer

&

Gazzaniga, 1975).

In close connection to this,

it appears that the right thalamus also
participates in the fluency

of the verbal functions

(Riklan

&

Cooper, 1977).

Riklan and Cooper

reviewed the results of studies utilizing
psychological tests on

subjects with surgically-produced unilateral or
bilateral lesions
to the pulvinar and ventrolateral nuclei of the
thalamus.

Riklan

and Cooper concluded from their analysis that lesions
to the above

areas of the left thalamic nuclei reduce verbal fluencey more
than

lesions to the same areas of the right thalamus, the latter being
less specific for either verbal or nonverbal tasks.

The partici-

pation of the right thalamus in verbal fluency was evident, however,

when the same impairment was detected in newly right-thalamus
operated patients who had returned to mean presurgical performance
after a lef t-thalamus operation.

Despite these findings, it is

possible that the thalamic influence on the fluency of speech may
be related to a memory defect such as that associated with a thalamic

tumor (Ziegler, Kaufman

&

Marshall, 1977).

However, one cannot

forget that the thalamus is closely related to the cortical activity
of the brain,

including that of speech (Luria, 1966), and that

a

particular lesion may produce a variety of symptoms depending upon
the neural structures it interferes with.
If the production and comprehension of speech were to be

ascribed solely to the left hemisphere, it would be necessary to con-

13

elude that particular lesions to
the speech areas of the left

hemisphere would be enough to produce a
complete inability to understand or produce speech.

(Goodglass

&

This does not appear to occur as such

Kaplan, 1972); Zaidel, 1977).

A special case where

a complete deficit is observed in
one of the language comprehen-

sion mechanisms is in auditory verbal agnosia
or pure word deaf-

ness (Shoumaker, Ajax

&

Schenkenberg

,

1977).

In this condition,

there is a selective inability to understand
spoken words in the

absence of aphasia or hearing loss.

Nonverbal sounds are recognized

and reacted to and there is no loss of spontaneous
speech, writing,
or understanding of printed words.

The lesions in this case have

been supposed to cause a bilateral isolation of the Wernicke's
area from the auditory mechanisms.

These comments may imply that

Searleman's (1977) notion of a more extensive bilateral representation of speech comprehension than of speech production may have some

merit.

However, despite the possible bilateral representation of

speech comprehension, it is difficult to forget that only the left

cerebral cortex appears to contain the structures necessary to transform phonemes into language units (Luria, 1966).

Ear to cortex auditory pathways

.

The study of auditory pathways

from the medial geniculate body to the acoustic cortex in the dog
(Tunturi, 1946), and the representation of the two ears at the audi-

tory cortex in the cat (Rosenzweig, 1951), have established that the

contralateral or crossed connections from ear to cortex are stronger

.
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and more numerous than the ipsilateral
connections in these animals.
In humans it appears that, in a similar
manner, the crossed

connections are also more effective than the
ipsilateral ones (Kimura,
1961a, 1961b, 1973).

This appears to be especially so for
auditory

material to the ear (right) contralateral to
the hemisphere dominant
for speech (left).

This arrangement may be seen in Figure

1,

following

Kimura (1973)

Insert Figure

According to Figure

1,

1

about here

for the crossed pathway (solid line)

the

auditory material received by each ear would proceed to the ipsilateral cochlear nucleus (CN) and then cross to the contralateral
inferior colliculus (IC)

,

medial geniculate body (MG)

,

and reach the

contralateral auditory cortex.
The uncrossed pathway (segmented line) would involve transmission
of the auditory stimulus along an ipsilateral route.

That is, from

ear to ipsilateral cochlear nucleus, inferior colliculus, medial

geniculate body, and auditory cortex.

This notion of an advantage for

the crossed auditory pathways over the ipsilateral ones, stems from her

observation that interference with the crossed pathway decreased the
efficiency of the ear affected.

Kimura also found, following Broadbent (1954,1956), an ear
advantage for the recall of verbal material for the ear (right)

contralateral to the hemisphere dominant for speech (left) when

Figure 1.

Ear to cortex auditory pathways.

(CN=cochlear

nucleus; IC=inferior colliculus; MG=medial geniculate body.)

.
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simultaneous and dichotomous verbal messages
were fed binaurally to
the ears.

Similar observations have been made with
commissurotomized

persons (Milner, Taylor,

&

Sperry, 1968).

Milner, Taylor, and Sperry

observed that despite both ears being represented in
the hemispheres
both contralateral^ and ipsilaterally

,

the use of the dichotic input

of digits produced complaints in

7

patients of not being able to

5

of

hear any numbers at all with the left ear.

The other two patients

reported three times as many correct responses for the right ear
than
for the left.

The ipsilateral pathway was functional since none of the

patients had any difficulty reporting digits from the left ear under

monaural conditions
The anatomical advantage for the crossed right-ear to left-

cortex connections over those from the left ear to the nondominant

hemisphere appears somewhat clouded by the suggestion that only a lefthemisphere lesion could account for any loss of information coming
from either ear under binaural conditions (Sparks, Goodglass, & Nickel,
1970)

.

These investigators postulate that in binaural techniques the

competition for signals coming from both ipsilateral and contralateral
ears occurs in the left hemisphere.

This implies an inhibitory influence

of the dominant hemisphere on the nondominant hemisphere when simultaneous

and dichotomous messages are presented to the ears.

Darwin (1974) does not favor the anatomical explanation for the

right-ear advantage and pref ers to explain it in terms of functional

decussation

.

That is, the extent to which contralateral input occludes

the ipsilateral one.

He suggests that two variables may be involved

17

with how the ipsilateral input is occluded.

One, he considers the

nature of the sound itself.

The shorter the sound the more is the

ipsilateral occlusion.

the relationship between the simultaneous

sounds.

Two,

Similar sounds produce more occlusion of
the ipsilateral input

than different sounds.

The latter is in accordance with the notion

of a certain specialization of the secondary
auditory areas in the left

hemisphere for the discrimination of similar sounds
(Luria, 1966).
Shorter ipsilateral ear-to-cortex connections than contralateral ones are suggested by Broadbent (1974).

He explains the

right-ear advantage in terms of an erasure mechanism in the speech-dominant hemisphere.

In this case,

the information coming from the ipsi-

lateral ear reaches the cortex sooner but is superseded by the delayed

information coming from the contralateral ear, that is, erases it.

Studdert-Kennedy (1975) finds more reasonable an attentional

model as a function of the nature of the task for the right-ear
advantage in binaural techniques.

Rather than it being a function of

the transcallosal degradation of auditory signals or the contralateral

morphological prepotency.
Another suggestion explaining the discrepancy between the ears
is found in the work by Semmes (1968)

.

His report suggests one of the

reasons for the right-ear advantage may be related to the predominant

localization of sensorimotor mechanisms for language in the left
hemisphere, in terms of an output (speech) similar to its input (speech)

From what has been covered so far it is obvious that in the

majority of humans the language functions, especially speech production,

.
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are predominantly subserved by the left
hemisphere.

It also appears

obvious that when two dichotomous simultaneous
verbal messages are
presented, the person has a tendency to
recall the material presented
to the ear contralateral to the
hemisphere dominant for speech better

than the material presented to the other ear.

However, the degree

of support which the anatomical evidence
offers to maintain the notion

of an anatomical model for the right-ear advantage
does not appear

obvious
The evidence presented appears to encourage support to the

notion of speech being a predetermined function of the left
hemisphere,
but not definitively enough.

This may be very clear if one considers

the well known fact of the development of relatively normal language

functions in the right hemisphere in some cases where a lesion to
the left hemisphere occurs early in infancy or early childhood.

The most one may say about the anatomical evidence presented
is that it may be related to a predisposition of the hemisphere to

specialize for particular general functions, such as the processing
of language and spatial functions, among others.

Why the left hemisphere generally specializes for speech and the
right hemisphere for the processing of spatial relations may be related
to evolutionary as well as other factors considered in the next section

Development of Laterality

Evolutionary views

.

Young (1962) considered that the need for two

hemispheres evolved as a phylogenetic necessity of the nervous system
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to operate by means of a map-analogue
system.

This system implies a

topographic mapping of the cortex analogue to
the environmental
spatial relations.

That is, a sort of coded map, at least
in animals,

spatially isomorphic with the outside world.

He suggests that this

map in each of the two cerebral hemispheres
is still important to
functioning in terms of somesthetic and motor functions,
but that
humans could perform moderately well with just the
dominant hemisphere.
He considers that the increasing evolutionary freedom
of the dominant

hemisphere to classify innumerable sets and subsets of information
gives it the properties of a system capable of producing
abstract
functions.

These abstract functions are well beyond the capacities of

the nondominant hemisphere, which retains the analogue-computer

characteristics.

He further suggests that in any event the two hemi-

spheres together may produce the most adequate or useful representation
of the environment,

that is, partly map-like and partly abstract.

This drastic evolutionary model of the development of cerebral asymmetry
in the human does not appear very attractive because it imposes a limit

on the development of the nondominant hemisphere by placing it on a

static point in the evolutionary scale.

Described as an evolutional adaptation, Levy (1969) formulated
that the overriding competition of the left hemisphere over the right
for the control of the expressive (motor) mechanisms of speech supports
the notion of a unilateral adaptation for the control of speech-
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producing vocal structures.

Thus these in turn could work unhampered

by any influence from the contralateral
hemisphere.

He based his

assumptions on the results obtained from the
administration of the
WAIS to both left-handed and right-handed
subjects.

He found no

significant differences between the dextrals and
the sinistrals on the
scaled verbal scores, but a large difference of
13 points favoring the

dextrals on the scaled performance scores.

More important to his

assumptions, he found a large difference between the
discrepancy

between the Verbal and Performance IQ

'

s

of

the dextrals (8 points) and

the corresponding one among the sinistrals (30 points).

Thus, he

concluded that in the presence of bilateral speech processing, the

holistic processing of the non-dominant hemisphere is affected adversely.

This, he suggested, provides some evidence for considering the

lateralization of major forms of processing as an evolutionary change.
One must consider at this point that he assumed bilateral representation
of speech in sinistrals.

But even if speech functions were predominant-

ly unilateral in the left-handed, his results would still suggest

relative deficits in the latter in the processing of the material contained in the Performance Scale of the WAIS.

These results definitively

show a difference in the manner in which the test material was handled
by the right-handed and the left-handed subjects.
to

However, the degree

which the results establish laterality depends on the confidence

one has on the WAIS to separate left and right hemispheric functions
(Golden, 1978).
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Genetical views

.

The predisposed ability of the left
hemisphere

for fine temporal resolutions, as
an influence on the development
of its language functions rather
than in the right hemisphere, was

considered by Teuber (1974) as genetically
based.

He suggested a

definite hemispheric specialization at birth,
with speech being
relatively more resilient to early injury than
visuospatial and

visuocons tructive abilities.
The indifference of genes to the sense of
asymmetry is sug-

gested by Collins (1977).

He proposes that while genes may not

determine the sense of asymmetry they can influence the
degree of

lateralization in the same way for the left or the right.

This in-

fluence on the degree of asymmetry is suggested to be the
product of
a random process and maintained by transmissible

genetic

variation.

That is, the differences in the degree of lateralization as a function
of environmental factors may be influenced by genetic variation.

In

short, he suggests asymmetry in the human is a function of the inter-

action between a genetically determined degree of asymmetry and a

laterally-biased environment.

Embryological views

.

A somewhat exciting view of the development of

laterality is proposed by Morgan (1977).

He examines the evidence

found in vertebrates supporting that right-left differences may be
due to cytoplasmic effects during oogenesis; and before the genetic

material has had an opportunity to directly influence the direction
of laterality.

His view implies that the process of fertilization

.
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occurs in such a way as to divide the
fertilized ovum into left and
right, where each side would develop
according to a pre-established

pattern depending upon the plane the ovum
is fertilized.

That is,

unless the plane of fertilization is
not important due to inherent

characteristics of the ovum.

This is an attractive concept but it

would imply that an ovum is most always
fertilized at a particular
plane.

This is readily evident in the incidence of
the predominant

lateralization for speech to the left hemisphere,
and that of righthanded persons.

Matters are further complicated by the notion of a

lesser lateralization in women and the fact that the
sex of the

embryo is determined by the chromosomal content of the
fertilizing

spermatozoid

Establishment of auditory asymmetry
of

.

The examination of the development

lateral asymmetry in infants and children has produced interesting

results.

Turkewitz (1977) reviewed the empirical evidence supporting

developmental lateral differences in the human infant.

He proposes

the existence of asymmetric responses to auditory stimuli, somes thetic

stimuli, and visual targets in the newborn.

He suggests these asymme-

tric responses are related to the preference of the newborn to keep
a head

posture to the right side 90% of the time.

This preferential

posture was studied in terms of the possible adaptation of the right
ear to a lower level auditory input than the left, as a result of the

maintenance of such a position.

The presentations of lateralized

auditory stimuli produced lateral differences in ipsiversive eye-turning
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responses by the newborns allowed to maintain
the asymmetrical

position of the head.

While no differences were noted among the
new-

borns who had their heads maintained in
the midline position after
birth.

Turkewitz concluded that a two-day-old infant
is asymmetrical

in his responses to auditory and somesthetic
stimuli as a function of
a

priorly maintained head posture to the right.

He further suggested

that later responses are probably influenced
by the initial head posture

because of the differential input into the two ears,
and the differential muscle tonus which develops between the two sides
of the
body.

Gardiner and Walter (1977) suggest the presence of some functional
asymmetries before or soon after birth.

In their study of 4 six-months-

old infants they found electroencephalograph^ evidence of interhemis-

pheric functional asymmetry with the presentation of normal speech and
music, during the electrical recordings from homologous sites over the
two hemispheres.

It is to be noted that these findings do not refute

the propositions made by Turkewitz, since the subjects in the study by

Gardiner and Walter were already six months old.
The same asymmetries have been found among older children.

For

example, Satz, Bakker, Teunnissen, Goebel, and Van der Vlugt (1975)
set out to test the age at which ear asymmetry is established, whether

ear asymmetry has developmental increases

asymmetry from sex.

,

and the independence of ear

They used Dutch children between the ages of

and 11 years old, of whom the majority were right-handed.

5

The measure
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of right-handedness was established
at

9

of the Harris Tests of Lateral Dominance

out of 10 behavioral tasks

(Harris,

1958).

A binaural

auditory test consisting of 30 series of four
dichotic digit-pairs
followed by recall, was also used.
of a curvillinear model as

asymmetry.

the best developmental estimate of ear

The slopes indicated that the children recalled
increasing-

ly more digits up to age nine.
a

Their analysis provides evidence

At this point the slopes reached

plateau and the difference between age nine and the other ages
became

significant.

In terms of the differences between the two ears,

the

apparent preference for the right ear appeared to develop significantly
faster than that for the left ear.
as a suggestion of a "trend

11

They looked at their findings

towards an ear asymmetry by at least

age five, and a definite establishment of it by age nine.
The examination of the establishment of ear asymmetry by Borowy
and Goebel (1976) produced some differences in the degree of development
of right-ear asymmetry between socio-economic levels.

Their study

included right-handed children of both sexes between the ages of
and 11.

5

Performance was equal for all subjects across race and sex.

But they found a significantly greater magnitude of right-ear asymmetry
for their middle-class subjects than for those in the low socio-

economic class.

They found a strong ear asymmetry by age five.

This look into the development of laterality, especially ear
asymmetry, suggests that the questions regarding its genesis and de-

velopment may still be unanswered

.

The fact remains

,

however

,

that

ear-asymmetry does develop, and that the advantage exhibited by the
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ear contralateral to the speech-dominant
hemisphere may be strongly

detected sometime before puberty.
The uncertainty about the degree of
lateralization during

childhood may pose a clinical problem if one
intends to use a

dichotomous binaural test to determine dominance for
speech.

This

may probably be resolved to some extent by the use
of the phi
coefficient (Kuhn, 1973) as the quantification of the
laterality.
In this case the correlation between correct performance
and ear

advantage would show a positive value for the right ear and a
negative
one for the left ear, as an intraindividual unit of
measurement.

Hemispheric Specialization

Empirical investigation has elucidated some of the specific

characteristics of the functional specialization of the cerebral hemispheres

.

It has refined the original notion of language functions

being localized in the left hemisphere and spatial functions in the
right.

Hence, one now encounters the notion of only predominance of

one hemisphere or the other for the impressive and expressive aspects
of either general function.

How this predominance becomes evident is

the task of this section, with emphasis on the language functions.

This task is not an easy one since in most cases the measurement of
a particular aspect of a function ascribed to a particular hemisphere

appears to be contaminated with the influence of the contralateral hemisphere.

For example,

it appears that when a letter stimulus is

,
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presented to the left hemisphere it is
transferred for spatial
processing to the right hemisphere
without delay in the processing,
and vice versa for a picture stimulus.

Thus, the apparent different

specializations of the two information-processing
systems optimize

performance and enables flexibility in the
sharing of the load of information which needs to be processed (Klatzky

&

Atkinson, 1971).

This interhemispheric sharing of functions
is clearly seen in the bi-

lateral representation of functions found in
some left-handed persons.
However, some differences may still be found
between the two

hemispheres among these sinistrals in the opposite
direction of those
found in dextrals (Cohen, 1972).

In context with the sharing of

fucntions, it has been suggested that an increase in the
intervention
of both hemispheres in the processing of spatial
functions at the

expense of linguistic ones may be an underlying factor in dyslexia
(Witelson, 1977).

Right hemisphere

.

Perhaps the most convincing evidence concerning the

role of the right hemisphere in the appreciation of spatial patterns
comes from the study of this function in commissurotomized patients

using complex perceptive material, such as nonsense shapes (Milner
1974).

Milner found these patients could accurately remember the

nonsense shapes without the use of words when they were haptically
exposed to them.

In this case, the left hand performed better in the

identification tasks than the right.

The subjects with intact

commissures displayed errorless performance with either hand.

possibilities were suggested by the results.

Two

Either the separation
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of the hemispheres reduces performance,
or the left hemisphere

normally participates in tasks of this
kind by perhaps providing a
verbal label once the right hemisphere
has accurately perceived the
pattern.

In this context,

Seamon and Gazzaniga (1973) suggest that

imagery mechanisms associated with linguistic
behavior appear to be
a

right-hemisphere process, whilst verbal directions
appear to be a

left-hemisphere process.

The latter may be associated with the some-

what accepted notion of right hemispheric impairment
linked to the

inability to repeat digits backwards, in the presence of
the ability
to repeat them forwards

(Golden, 1978).

A definite advantage for the right hemisphere in commissurotomized

dextrals in matching parts and wholes is reported by Nebes (1971)

using circles and arcs, in terms of deriving a concept of the whole
from a part and vice versa.

Despite the definite advantage for spatial patterns ascribed
to the right hemisphere, Franco and Sperry

(1977)

supply some evidence

to the effect of the left hemisphere having almost as much capacity
as

the right hemisphere to decode geometrical shapes when these are

highly structured.

They suggest the left hemisphere can decode

highly structured geometrical shapes (e.g., Euclidean figures) and
linguistic structures through

a

found in the right hemisphere.

sequential analysis for detail not
The latter proposedly more readily

recognizes the holistic properties of geometrical sets independently
from the structural constraints.

That is, the right hemisphere

shows a superior capacity across all geometrical tasks (e.g., projective

.
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and topological stimuli).

A similar interhemispheric interaction
for words in intact

subjects is reported by Dimond (1971).

He observed that during tach-

istoscopic presentations of different single
words to each hemisphere,
the words projected to the right hemisphere
were more accurately

recognized than those projected to the left.

He found, however,

that

word pairs were more accurately reported by the
left hemisphere

when the words were projected exclusively

to each hemisphere.

He

suggested the left hemisphere may have been able to register
larger
amounts of verbal material than the right during these
exclusive

presentations
From the studies by Gazzaniga (1970), using commissurotomized
patients, emerges the notion of the right hemisphere being able to

understand some language, mainly concrete nouns, but of not being able
to respond to verbs in the form of printed commands.

On the other

hand, Zaidel (1976) has suggested the notion of the right hemisphere

being able to understand verbs as well as it can understand nouns.
Zaidel found that for his commissurotomized and hemispherectomized
aphasic subjects, the vocabulary of the right hemisphere was con-

sistently inferior to that of the left hemisphere, although both seemed
to depend on word frequency.

In terms of word category,

the right

hemisphere was found to comprehend object names better than numbers
and letters

.

All the errors produced by the disconnected right

hemisphere in recognizing common words were related to semantical
confusions between related words (e.g., cup-spoon); and all the errors
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but one were related to visually
similar patterns (e.g., boy-girl).
The right hemisphere was also found
able to decode the pictorial

referential material for single spoken words.

The mean of the correct

scores for the right hemisphere varied very
little in the word

pairing of verbs and action words versus
nouns.

However, the

right hemisphere was unable to respond to
long sequential referential

material which loaded short-term verbal memory.

The ability of the

subjects to respond to auditory stimuli by pointing
to an array of
pictures shown unilaterally to the right hemisphere
suggested to Zaidel
that the right hemisphere has auditory comprehension
superior to its

virtually absent ability for speech.

The latter in turn suggested

to him a physiological separation between the encoding
and decoding

mechanisms for language in the brain.

This notion is in accordance

with the suggestion made by Searleman (1977) of the higher degree of

lateralization of speech production than speech comprehension.
Searleman (1977) emphasizes that the right hemisphere may
comprehend verbs and carry out spoken commands, but that this activity
is probably inhibited by the left hemisphere.

Somewhat related, is

his proposition of the equal ability of both hemispheres to process

automatic words and phrases.

Although he ascribes limited syntactic

capabilities to the right hemisphere in relation to the left.
The differences in syntactic capabilities may be noted in the

findings by Zurif and Sait (1970), where the left hemisphere was
found superior to the right at using syntactic structure to organize

verbal material.

They presented syntactically structured and seman-

.
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tically anomalous dichotic strings
of nonsense words as one condition; and syntactically absurd
nonsense words as the other condition.

They found increased recall with the
syntactically structured

nonsense words, with

Left hemisphere

.

a

superior performance for the left hemisphere.

Support has been given to the notion of
motor

learning being a function of the left hemisphere
which requires verba
commands before it is released (Geschwind,
1975).

While at the same

time suggesting lesser dependency on verbal
commands for the right

hemisphere
The participation of motor or articulatory mechanisms
in the

processing qualities of the left hemisphere is considered by
Cohen
(1975).

Cohen used letters and shapes as visual stimuli projected

to each hemisphere separately.

He reports a predominance of serial

processing for the left hemisphere, and one of parallel or holistic
processing for the right hempshere.

The serial processing advantage

found for the left hemisphere was related to a linear increase in

reaction time when the number of letters was increased.

Whilst

both hemispheres appeared to be able to process non-verbal stimuli
in a shape-likeness parallel fashion.

Cohen conceived the pro-

cessing advantage for the left hemisphere as a function of verbalization restricted to the processing of stimuli which could be named.

The subvocal rehearsal of words is considered by Kinsbourne
(1970) as a basis for lateral asymmetries in attention.

He suggests

an attentional hypothesis to the explanation of perceptual asymmetry.
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Kinsboume suggests that attention may be
distributed symmetrically
in relation to the median plane as
a function of a state of expectancy,

prior to each stimulus presentation.

He proposes that the expectancy

of verbal material "induces preparatory
left hemisphere activation,"

thus shifting attention to the right side.

Hence, in the state of

uncertainty, such as when the side of stimulation
is not known, the

person will pay attention to input from the ear
contralateral to the

hemisphere dominant for speech in the case of verbal
material.

To test

his assumptions he used tachistoscopic presentations
of randomized

incomplete squares and one-syllable words.

The subjects were asked to

judge which squares were gapped and where the gap existed, as
a

standard condition.

In a second condition with covert verbal activity

sixt of the words were read to the subject before each exposure, with
the instructions of retaining them while awaiting for the exposure.

The first three words were read if a gap existed to the left of the

square, and the last four if the gap was to the right.

The subjects

were not allowed to repeat the words in either condition.

Kinsbourne

found a significant difference favoring the right-sided gaps during
the condition with covert verbal activity.
in the standard condition.

No differences were found

He concluded that the subvocal rehearsal

of the words introduced an asymmetry into a symmetrical perceptual

performance, without lowering the overall efficiency.
In a similar context, Underwood (1977) suggests the inter-

ference of articulatory mechanisms with semantic processing.

He

observed normal subjects verbally identifying pictures accompanied

.
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by a related or unrelated word printed
next to the picture.

The

subjects were instructed to focus their
attention mainly on the
pictures, but were asked to report some of
the words during the
tasks.

He found that the left hemisphere
identified the tachistocopi-

cally-presented pictures with reported related words
faster than those
with reported unrelated words.

The response difference between reported

ard unreported words related to the pictures
was not significant.

How-

ever, the differences between reported and unreported
words unrelated
to the pictures were large.

interference.

The latter was attributed to articulatory

He also noticed that for unreported instances there
was

more interference with the left hemisphere presentations by words
related to the pictorial material than for reported instances, but the

disruption was greater on the right hemisphere when the subject had
to report words related to the pictures.

The former suggested to him

that the lexicon was specific to the left hemisphere in these subjects;

and the latter that there were two levels of interference in the tasks.

That is, some degree of interference always occurs when related words
are presented to the left hemisphere, but the interference is greater

when there is an attempt to name a picture accompanied by a related
word.

He suggests these two levels of interference may be a function

of competing articulatory and semantic mechanisms.

It appeared to him

that the interference would be greater when discriminating between
two items within a category than between two semantically unrelated

stimuli

,
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It now appears that visual or auditory
stimuli may elicit
a complex interaction between the
processing mechanisms of a

particular hemisphere and the nature of the
stimulus, maybe influencing atter.tional differences.

Perhaps this is why Broadbent (1952)

observed that when attention is paid to one of two
voices administered

binaurally to the ears, it is very difficult to
understand the message
of the voice not "listened" to.

Processing of audit ory verbal material

.

Kimura (1973) suggests

the processing mechanisms for auditory stimuli of the
left hemisphere

are specialized for sounds that follow the general characteristics
of

words or similar sounds, such as nonsense words, which appear to require articulatory features in their processing.

In this context,

Luria (1966) observed that certain exclusive lesions to the left temporal
lobe did not allow for the reproduction of similar sounds, such as

d-t

,

b-p

,

s-z

,

phonemic code.

which purportedly are analysed and integrated by a
He also observed that those lesions did not interfere

with the reproduction of widely divergent sounds, such as r-m and d-s
nor with speech articulation in general.

Hence, discrimination between

similar phonemes could be ascribed to the left hemisphere.
A greater right-ear advantage for synthetic consonant-vowel

syllables than for steady-state vowels was observed by Shankweiler and
S

tuddert-Kennedy (1967).

More important, the effect was greater for

consonant-vowel pairs differing on two articulatory features than for
pairs differing on one.

This suggested to them that a process of

analysis by feature is involved with the perception of such syllables.
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On the other hand, Darwin
(1974) suggests the vowels in the above

study did not evidence a superior
recall from the left ear because
they are considerably longer in duration
than stop consonants, and

might show less functional decussation
than the latter.

It should

be noted that Darwin (1971) did not
find a consistent advantage for

either ear with fricatives and vowels.

He questions, however, whether

response factors determine the ear difference.

That is, whether the

particular response given to a stimulus is the factor
behind the
ear-difference effect for consonants, or the response is
given partially as a function of acoustic cues.

comparing ear differences for

varying acoustic cues.

a

He tested this question by

fixed set of fricative consonants with

In the first condition,

the syllable feb was

played with friction, the formant transition into e, and the

b.

In

the second condition there were no transitions and the syllable was

played abruptly.
played.

In the third condition only the friction was

An advantage for the right ear was observed only during the

first condition.

This he interpreted as supportive of the acoustic

nature of the stimulus being important in determining ear advantage
in addition to response mechanisms.

Relating the results to hemi-

spheric differences, he suggested that the information the left

hemisphere receives either ipsilaterally or contralaterally may
enable that hemisphere to perceive steady-state friction, but not
the rapidly changing formant transitions.

He complicates matters

further by suggesting that functional decussation, as well as the

amount of time the particular hemisphere has to obtain the information

.
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from either ear, are variables on which
the amount of information

perceived depends.

He relates the preceding to the
echoic memory

(Neisser, 1967) capabilities of each hemisphere,
that is, a one to two

seconds storage of auditory material after
its arrival in relatively

crude form.

He suggested the frictional component
of the fricative

may be better preserved in echoic memory than
the rapid formant
transitions.

He thus suggests that the difference between
ears, and

probably between hemispheres, with binaural messages
may lie somewhere

between the time when the acoustic analysis of th stimulus
is performed
by the auditory mechanisms and its identification as a
phonetic

category
The phonetic features of speech are considered essential to the

processing of language by Liberman (1974).
codes as unique to language.

He considers grammatical

He suggests these are necessary to

restructure the semantic representation of signals, in order to make
them amenable to an efficient transmission in acoustic form via a

phonetic stage.

This grammatical recoding that reshapes linguistic

information in order to fit it into nonlinguistic components of the
system is considered by him to be the distinctive characteristic of
language.

Thus, according to Liberman, the specialization of the lan-

guage-dominant hemisphere would be in terms of a device which acts as
a grammatical decoder of signals in order to discover their phonetic

features.

The notion of this mechanism is very attractive because it

could be related to a transition mechanism between the perception
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and production of speech,

Studdert-Kennedy (1975) also supoorts the
notion of a
linguistic process where the segregation and
rearrangement of the

complex features of the auditory signal into
phonological characters
occurs.

This analysis of the signal into its
segmental phonetic

components, which is what may activate the left
hemisphere as

function of speech, appears to him an instance of
the general capacity
of the speech-dominant hemisphere for detailed
temporal analysis and

abstraction.

Studdert-Kennedy and Shankweiler (1970) ascribe to both hemispheres the capacity to process acoustic features.

However, the

relation of these acoustic features to phonemic ones, and their assembly into a phonemic response are ascribed by these experimenters to

functions of the left hemisphere.

Cutting (1974) agrees with the existence of both acoustic
and phonetic mechanisms for the processing of language.

He suggests

the acoustic mechanism processes complex acoustic aspects of speech

signals, but does not discriminate between phonetic and non-phonetic

transitions.

The phonetic processing of signals appears to him a

separate mechanism.

Thus, he submits that stimuli classifiable as spee

may yield a greater right-ear advantage than stimuli that resemble
token speech, but which may not be identifiable as speech.

In context

with the latter, Kimura (1973) reported higher left-hemisphere

dominance for words than for nonsense syllables and backward speech.

.
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The influence of memory in auditory
tasks may be seen in
the right-ear advantage for the
recall of real sentences presented

monaurally with or without noise, and
with a period of distraction
before recall (Jarvella, Herman

&

Pisoni, 1970).

In relation to memory, White (1969)
suggests the recall of

binaurally presented dichotomous material
(dichotic listening) may
be more properly defined as a memory task
than as a perceptual

task by the latency of response.

That is, the latency of response

in a memory task may be up to 3,000 msec, while
the perceptual task

may have a comparable latency of response of 500
msec.

One can not

quarrel with white's argument since in actuality dependence
on memory
appears necessary during the administration of a dichotic
listening

instrument
For a message to be recalled, it needs to have been perceived

first.

In this context, Zaidel (1977) examined persons who had

suffered hemidecortication or commissurotomy using the Token Test
(De Renzi & Vignolo,

1962).

This test is generally utilized in the

detection of auditory comprehension deficits in aphasia.

In their

study the subjects were all able to match the plastic chips for color,
size, and shape.

The isolated right hemisphere was generally unable

to comprehend adjectival phrases such as "the small red square," but

could understand size and color adjectives and shape nouns when

presented in isolation with a small choice array.

The left hemisphere

displayed performance much the same to that of normal controls in
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free-vision circumstances.

Zaidel suggests a deficit in the
subvocal

rehearsal of the verbal material in the
right hemisphere corresponding to its incapacity for speech,
and an accompanying deficit in short-

term sequential memory.

He further suggests sequential bits
of

semantically unrelated information can not
elicit responses in the
right hemisphere in the form of stable
internal representations of

verbal material.

It appears then that these functions may
be ascribed

to the left hemisphere.

These notions, although under different terms,

appear to be compatible with those examined above
regarding the
articulatory, acoustic, and phonetic mechanisms.
It appears appropriate to note,

in the light of the preceding,

that Luria and Simernitskaya (1977) suggested active,
intentional

memorizing as a predominant function of the speech-dominant hemisphere,
whilst involuntary or incidental memory was suggested as a predominant
function of the right hemisphere.

These notions appear compatible with

the previously considered phonological analysis and synthesis of speech

signals, their subvocal articulation, their semantic analysis, and the

possible involvement of a global function, such as concept formation,
with the responses to auditory stimuli.
The observations noted in this section suggest that past
the phonetic rearrangement of speech signals in the left hemisphere
the same signals may be reproduced by articulation as speech, or

reproduced as actions, or be retained for later expression, or mediate
a

particular mental activity without an obvious motor involvement,
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immediately or later.

The involvement of the different
parts of the

cerebrum with these operations reveals the
functional character of
hemispheric processes (Luria, 1966, 1973).

Hence in the study of

lateralization for speech through dichotomous
binaural methods, one
is probably assessing the global performance
of one hemisphere or

the other.

It follows then,

that in a dichotic test used clinically

to determine lateralization for speech,

the expression of the task will

involve an interaction between many brain mechanisms
rather than just

being an expression of mere auditory perception.
The discussion of the investigation of specialized
hemispheric

functions in this section suggests an overlap of certain functions

between the two cerebral hemispheres.

The notions evolving from some

of the literature considered may even sound confusing or contradictory.

One of the reasons for this may be that most of these experimenters

have aimed at measuring a particular aspect of the dominance of a

particular hemisphere at different levels of function.

Consequently,

they have detected the involvement of different mechanisms concerned

with the same function.

Hence, one finds the notions of articulatory

mechanisms, differential syntactic and semantic capabilities, acoustic
and phonetic mechanisms, attentional factors in terms of the expectancy
of the type and origin of the stimulus, and memory or audioverbal

memory (Luria, 1976) affecting the interpretation of the results.
One may add that sex differences, the mood state of the subject, and
the emotive nature of the stimulus may contaminate the results obtained
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with dichotomous binaural
techniques.

The emotive nature of the

stimulus was considered by Broadbent
(1973) when he suggested the
"nastiness" of a word would make that
word more difficult to see or

hear than a neutral word during
dichotic presentations.
Despite the apparently probable
capacity of either hemisphere
to participate in certain language
functions such as auditory com-

prehension, acoustic analysis, and
depending on the task, syntactic
and semantic analysis, the
speech-dominant hemisphere seems to hold an

advantage over its counterpart for certain
functions.

These functions

appear to be the semantic and syntactic
integration of complex or

categorically related morphemes, discrimination
between similar
phonemes, general phonetic analysis and synthesis,
and articulation
of speech.

Also maybe intentional memorizing and audioverbal
memory.

An initial experimental version of a dichotic listening
test to
measure lateralization for speech for clinical purposes—
global

measures of dominance for speech— should consider the apparently
predominant functional advantages of the left hemisphere mentioned above.
This test should also consider the sex of the subject and whether the

mood state of the subject or the emotive associations to the stimuli
have an effect on the results.

Diagnostic Assessment of Laterality

The concept of lateral dominance has produced a large number
of tests for its assessment as an adjunct to clinical procedures.

The most favored appear to be either the ones requiring performance
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of certain behaviors in order
to complete a questionnaire,
or the

ones requiring verbal recall of
auditory material (i.e., numbers)

presented binaurally to the ears.

The behavioral-questionnaire

types, among other uses, have been
used clinically in relation to

academic performance of children (Sabatino

disability in children (Belmont

&

&

Becker,

1971), reading

Birch, 1965), the psychiatric

differentiation between bipolar and unipolar
depressives (Metzig,
Rosenberg, Ast,

&

Krashen, 1976), and as measures of lateral

dominance in neuropsychodiagnostic procedures (Reitan
197A).

&

Davidson,

The binaural or dichotic listening test (Kimura,
1961a, 1961b)

is used as a test

for lateral dominance in neuropsychological

evaluations (Christensen

,

1975) and has been used to differentiate

between psychiatric disorders, such as paranoid and non-paranoid
schizophrenics (Wahl, 1976), among many other uses.

Behavioral-questionnnaire tests

.

The association of lateralization

with the motor functions of the extremities was explored by

Shankweiler (1975).

He suggests a continuum of lateralization for speec

which may be closely and directionally related to

performance of manual motor functions.

a

continuum of the

In this sense, he suggests that

well-practiced manual tasks (e.g., cutting with scissors) which are
usually performed with the same hand should be used for the assessment of laterality.

Somewhat along the same lines, Levy and Re id

(1976) suggest that handedness, writing position of the hand, and

sex may be used as fast and reliable predictors of hemispheric
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lateralization for speech.

They tested 73 subjects of whom
24

were dextral writers whose writing
posture showed the hand below
the writing line and the pencil
pointing anteriorly;

by Levy and Reid the non-inverted
position.

a position called

An identical number of

left-handed subjects displayed this writing
position.

The inverted

pOSiti ° n Was stipulated when the hand was
maintained above the writing
line and the pencil was pointing posteriorly.

Other 24 left-handed

subjects and a female dextral exhibited the
inverted writing position.
The study also made use of
tachistoscopically-presented syllables and

dot-location tests.

In subjects with the non-inverted writing
posture

the dominant hemisphere for linguistic material
was contralateral to
the hand used of writing.

In subjects with the inverted writing posture

the dominance for language was located in the hemisphere
ipsilateral
to the hand used for writing.

Decreased lateralization was detected

in the female half of the subjects and in subjects with an inverted

writing position.
Despite the connections made between handedness and laterality,
seme of the behavioral tests go beyond the performance of manual tasks.

For example, the Reitan-Klove Lateral Dominance Examination (Reitan

&

Davidson, 1974) yields information regarding eyedness, handedness, and
footness.

Lateral dominance is evaluated in terms of either the

relative skills demonstrated by

a

particular side of the body, or the

number of tasks performed by one side of the body.

Some of the

tasks include writing the person's own name, staging the throwing of
a ball or other unimanual tasks, looking through a telescope, and
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having the subject pretend kicking a
football, and others.

This

test is usually part of a neuropsychological
battery of tests.

Very similar to the above test is The
Harris Tests of Lateral
D ° minanCe

(

Harri s, 1958).

In addition to the behavioral tasks
mentioned

above, this test includes a tapping task and
the number of reversals
on writing simultaneously with both hands.

It also includes an optional

dynamometric measure of grip strength and an optional
stereoscopic

visual test.

between

the

It is also scored in terms of the performance
ratio

two sides of the body.

These behavioral-questionnaire tests possess some shortcomings.
One is that they may not be as reliable as one would like them
to
be (Christensen, 1975).

Another is that they consume a great deal of

time when time is of the essence, as it is during neuropsychological

assessment procedures.

They also do not lend themselves to use, or

may lose reliability, when there is a disabling motor dysfunction of
the extremities, of whatever etiology, or when the person lacks the

extremities or one of the eyes.
Despite these shortcomings, these tests are useful when nothing
else may be used or when it is impractical to use anything else.
It appears

then that whenever possible a faster and perhaps

more reliable test of laterality should be used, such as the dichotic

listening test (Kimura, 1961a, 1961b).
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Dicrotic listening

r est.

The pioneering work of Broadbent

(1954) in binaural techniques led to the
further development and

refinement of these.

He observed that when two
simultaneous sounds

arrived at the two ears the sound
presented to one ear produced a

response faster than the sound presented
to the other ear.

This

apparent discrepancy between the ears was
pursued by Kimura (1961a,
1961b) and confirmed by her in terms of an
advantage for verbal

material for the ear contralateral to the
hemisphere dominant for
speech.

She found, however, that interference with
the neural path-

way between ear and contralateral hemisphere
decreased the efficiency of that ear.

This led her to suggest that the fibers going from

the ear to the contralateral temporal cortex were
more efficient
or stronger than the fibers going from the ear to
the ipsilateral cortex.

As covered in previous sections, this anatomical model has
been

challenged by models of ipsilateral suppression (Darwin, 1974; Sparks
et al.,

1970), attentional differences

(Studdert-Kennedy

,

1975), locali

zation of sensorimotor aspects of language to the left hemisphere
(Semmes, 1968), and erasure of memory (Broadbent, 1974).

A compromise

between ipsilateral suppression and the anatomical imbalance has been
suggested (Speaks, Gray, Miller

&

Rubens, 1975), where both conditions

contribute to the right ear advantage in dichotic listening.
The technique used by Kimura (1961a, 1961b), following Broadbent
(1956), consisted of the stereophonic presentation to the ears of 32

sets of six digits each, three digits on each tract.

Each set of six
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digits presented simultaneously to
the ears consisted of three

numbers paired against three other
numbers.
was presented one-half second apart.

Each pair of the set

After each set of digits the sub-

ject was asked to recall the digits
heard in any preferred order.

Kimura detected an advantage for the
right ear of approximately 6% when the locus of speech was in
the left hemisphere.

A right-

ear advantage of 9% for dextrals has
been reported by Cutting (1974)
in dichotic listening.

This right-ear advantage in dichotic listening

appears to be commonly found in about 65 to 85%
of the dextral population (Milner, 1962; Searleman, 1977).
The dichotic listening test has become a very
popular technique
to investigate laterality (Searleman, 1977).

Although its use in

clinical neuropsychological assessment does not appear to be
that
common, perhaps as a result of the technical requirements that its

preparation imposes.
and Knights

(1970)

As an example of this popularity, Richardson

list about 123 references to dichotic listening

studies, most of them between 1954 and 1969.

It seems almost a

certainty to assume that they probably missed a few and that the number
has at least doubled since then.
The ongoing success of the dichotic listening test has produced

healthy divergences of opinion regarding what it purportedly measures.
As an example from a previous section in this chapter, White (1969)

considers the test a memory task rather than a perceptual recognition
task due to the shorter latency of response of the latter.

Along these
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lines, Yntema and Trask
(1963) consider dichotic listening
a task
of data retrieval.

They tested the immediate recall
of sets of

six items presented dichotically
at the rate of one pair every

one-half second.

Each pair consisted of a digit and
a word

"haphazardly" presented to either ear.

Recall was more successful

when the subjects were instructed to
report items of one type
and then those of the other type,
than when instructed to report the

items heard on one side and then those
heard on the other side.
The role of memory in the recall of
dichotically-presented

material appears obvious.

However, the preceding results underline

the difficulty for the subject to comprehend
two dichotic messages
at the same time, and that the expectancy of
a particular type of

stimulus improves its perception and recall.

In this respect, it is

worth mentioning the observations by Simon (196 7) regarding
a rightear advantage in dichotic listening under conditions of uncertainty.
He detected the right-ear advantage when the subjects were uncertain
as to the ear that would be stimulated.

While, the differences in ear

preference evaded detection when the subjects were informed in advance
of the side of stimulation.

Berlin (1977) suggests retesting in dichotic listening will not
achieve the same results.

On the other hand, Millay, Roeser, and

Godfrey (1977) found a right-ear advantage at retesting.
to their findings,

According

they suggest neither the magnitude of the right-ear

advantage nor the accuracy of response changed.

Similarly, Repp (1977)

assures us that reliabilities of r=+.90 and r=+.95 have been found
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using relatively unfused syllables
and partially fused syllables,
respectively.

From the clinical point of view, the
recall of digits may present
some disadvantages.

One of these is that it may take a long
time to

go through the total number of sets
of digits if the person has reten-

tion problems of a nature that would put
the validity of the assessment in jeopardy.

Another is that a person with poor memory may
tend

to "confabulate" or fabricate responses,

since many of the sets of

digits will contain numbers from preceding sets.

'I

Further, each of the

digits of the dichotic pairs is pronounced differently,
since each pair
contains different numbers.

J

I

The latter should reduce the laterality
I

effect since the discrimination between similar sounds may be related
to the left hemisphere, whilst the discrimination between
different

sounds may occur in the absence of left-hemisphere tissue to which the
former functions are ascribed (Luria, 1966).

It would appear attractive

to avoid the repetition of a particular stimulus across the test,

and

to make the dichotic stimuli sound very closely alike, such as in the

case of a pair like paint - baint

.

A dichotic listening test which appears to obtain a reasonable

quantification of lateralization for speech with a reliability of
r=+. 91 is that used by Bruce Wexler (Wexler

&

Halwes, in preparation).

This test uses as basic stimuli the synthetic-speech syllables ba, da,
ga,

pa, ka,

as in ah,

and ta, where each is preceded by the syllable /a/, such

kah

,

with the stress placed on the second syllable.

The

syllables are sorted out into 60 dichotic pairs with fusing of the
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syllable /a/ during dichotic
presentation.

So,

the task of the

subject is to identify the second
syllable, which is not as acutely
fused.
Before the dichotic presentation,
the syllables are presented
monaurally to each ear in order for
the subject to become familiar
with synthetic speech and the
syllables used.

The syllables are

presented at the rate of one dichotic
pair every two seconds, preceded
by the fused phrase "now write."
for each dichotic presentation.

The test requests a single response

The response is made by writing the

consonant of the syllable heard.

The 60-item test has been administered

as a 120-item test by reversing the
earphones at different intervals in

order to improve reliability.

Scoring is done by dividing the dif-

ference between right- and left-ear responses
by the total number of

responses (R

-

L/R+

L)

.

Despite the reliability obtained for this test, it appears
that its administration during clinical procedures would be
cumbersome.

Several reasons appear to emerge for the latter.

One of these is that

the test requires the subject to learn the sound of the
synthetic

syllables before the dichotic presentation.
of the stimuli may take a long time.

In some cases the learning

This may be the case in patients

who have severe deficits in learning verbal material.

So,

if

the

patient cannot satisfactorily learn the stimuli the test cannot be
administered.

In the latter sense, it appears the use of natural

speech and common meaningful words would be more appropriate since

vocabulary appears to be fairly resistant to cerebral insult (Golden,
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1978).

Since it may be unlikely that one
may find several pairs of

meaningful words that sound very much
alike, it may be justified to
use a nonsense word very similar
to the meaningful word in the
dichoti
pair.

This could present the risk of semantic
mechanisms overriding

the others involved with the processing
of verbal material, if the

former would be stronger than the latter.

Although that may not be

the case, given the similarities of both
stimuli.

Another shortcoming of the test used by Wexler
is that,

similarly to that using digits, the same stimulus
is repeated several
times during the test, limited to six different
stimuli.

Nevertheless

the value of this test as a research tool is
quite appreciable.

Test Construction

In this section some of the difficulties encountered in
the

measuring of dichotic ear advantage will be related to a proposed
dichotic listening test which would satisfy the parameters explored
so far, and measure lateralization for speech in a global way.

The first thing to consider appears to be the purpose of the
test.

In the present case the purpose is the use of the test in the

assessment of lateralization for speech as part of the clinical

neuropsychological investigation, which assesses cerebral integrity
in many ways.

Thus,

the need of a fast and simple, but nevertheless

reliable test, is present.

The test would not necessarily have to

measure anything else, but if it proved useful in the detection of

brain dysfunction, much the better.

.
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Another aspect to consider is the technical
preparation
of the test.

This would imply the alignment of the
dichotic stimuli

in such a manner so as to minimize the
areas where they do not overlap
to 60 msec,

or at the most,

to 90 msec.

It appears that joining the

dichotic pair at stimulus onset—the beginning
of the sound of their
initial letters—rather than at the first pitch
pulse may increase
the auditory asymmetry despite the risk of some
dominance of one

stimulus over the other in the pair (Repp, 1977).

The areas of non-

overlap would be restricted to the ending of the stimuli,
which being
the same,

the trailing of one stimulus over the other would prove

negligible if it is limited to 90 msec or less.

It is apparent the

preparation of the test requires the use of complex computer
facilities, otherwise the quality of the stimulus material may neither
be appropriate nor produce the expected results.

From the preceding sections one may conclude that the type
of stimulus which may be used appears to have some relation to the

results obtained in dichotic listening.

Since the proposed test

would purportedly measure the global predominance for speech of the
left hemisphere, it follows that it should incorporate the salient

speech-processing qualities of that hemisphere.

Thus, it appears that

natural speech is the most appropriate stimulus, specifically common
meaningful words

Needless to say, these common words would have to be verbs
or adjectives subject to semantic interpretation in order to decrease

.
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the influence of right-hemisphere
processes.

would have to be paired with another
word with

The verbs or adjectives
a

very similar

pronunciation or a sound which is
syntactically reasonable, but which
may not have a known semantic meaning.
This may be accomplished by
replacing the initial consonant of the
real word and making it a

nonsense word.

Generally, the latter could decrease
the acoustic

effect due to the very similar sound
configuration of the two.

The

semantic and phonological mechanisms would
be enhanced due to one
being a meaningful word, and the other a very
similar nonsense word

which could have semantic and phonological
qualities.

The discrimina-

tion between the two similar sounds by the
left hemisphere could be

influenced by the categorical meaning of the real word.
case,

In this

for example, if the dichotic combination
"paint-baint" were

used it could be expected that "paint" would be recognized
more

easily if it were presented to the ear contralateral to the
hemisphere
dominant for speech.

However, it is not expected that the meaningful

words would be dominant over the nonsense words in the proposed

combinations
As seen in the preceding sections,

dichotic listening cannot be overlooked.

the role of attention in
It appears

that using

different pairs of stimuli each time and their randomization across
the test could help to increase the uncertainty in the subjects.

That way both ears would receive equal number of words and nonsense

words during the test in random order.

It also appears

that the very
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close alignment of the dichotic pairs
could help to decrease the

influence of selective attention.

Although, it would be desirable

to have the dichotic pairs somewhat
more fused together in terms of

their respective sound configurations (Repp,
1977).

In addition,

as discussed below, to increase the
uncertainty in the subjects the

number of response choices could be increased
beyond the two possibilities

.

The involvement of motor mechanisms with the
processing of speech

was suggested by the material covered in previous
sections.

And as

a part of that, handedness has been closely
connected to lateralization

for speech.

To the case in point,

it would be appropriate to have the

subject use his dominant hand for recognizing the stimulus heard by
crossing out one of four similar items on a sheet of paper.

These

items could include the pair of stimuli plus one other real word and
one other nonsense word, all differing from each other by only the

first letter.

The addition of response choices could increase the

degree of uncertainty in the subject and his attention to the preferred ear.

Moreover, if a very short time is given to execute the

response, such as five seconds between dichotic pairs, the task becomes

more difficult and requires more concentration and effort to be
accomplished.

An alternate form of response could be a verbal one,

if the use of the hands is impossible.

Obviously, a verbal report

would imply motor involvement in the form of articulation.
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The role of subvocal articulation
appears related to

memorization, as well as to reading and
writing (Luria, 1966, 1976).
And as seen in previous sections,
also to the right-ear advantage
in dichotic listening.

Moreover, Luria and Simernitskaya
(1977)

have suggested that active, intentional
memorizing is a function of
the hemisphere dominant for speech.

Since the form of response suggest

ed in the preceding paragraph is a
reading recognition task, it would

be probably necessary for the subjects to
actively and intentionally

memorize the stimulus in order to read it, with
the probable inter-

vention of subvocal articulation.

A single-response paradigm in dichotic listening appears
to
help attenuate the effects of guessing found in the
two-response
paradigm, and to decrease the dominant effect of one stimulus
over
the other

(Repp, 1977).

It appears then,

that as long as the stimuli

are homogeneous, that is, no obvious dominance of one type of stimulus

over another, one should not be too concerned with those two effects.

However, dominance of one stimulus over the other may be caused by tech

nical errors in the preparation of the test, besides the differences

between the stimuli in the dichotic pair.
The use of meaningful words in a dichotic listening test may

suggest that any of these words could have an emotive meaning for
any of the subjects.

Independently of whether the emotive meaning

is present or not, it would be important to determine if its presence

affects the results of the test.

This may be resolved by having the

.
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subject complete an affective differential
scale of the words used
as stimuli.

This scale could be correlated with
the ear score

corresponding to each of the items in the test.

These ear scores

would be constituted by the correct reponses
corresponding to either
ear

Another factor which may influence the results
could be the
mood state of the subjects at the time of the
testing.

This factor

may become very important in the clinical applications
of the test.
It appears appropriate to have the subjects
complete a mood invent or-

to rule out the possibility of any influence on the
results by the

mood state of the subjects.

This inventory could be correlated with

the scores of the subjects in the test, in order to detect any signi-

ficant influence of the mood state on said test scores.
One of the most problematic aspects of dichotic listening

appears to be the quantification of the laterality measured by the
instrument.

coefficient

It appears that a good index of laterality

— would

— laterality

quantify the ear advantage independently of per-

formance level and guessing (Repp, 1977).

Although not optimal, by

any means, the laterality coefficient proposed by Marshall, Caplan,
and Holmes

(1975) appears amenable to the present purposes.

This

index provides two computing formulas based on the difference between
the accuracy of response for the two ears

,

and the relation of such

difference to the sum of the correct or incorrect responses for the
two ears.

When the total accuracy is over 50%, the difference between

the right and left responses is divided by the sum of the total correct
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responses for both ears (R - L/R + L)

.

When the total accuracy

of response is below 50% the
response difference is divided by
the sum of the errors for both
ears

(R - L/Er +

El)

.

A negative

value of the laterality coefficient in
either case would indicate
a left-ear advantage, with a
maximum of -1.

The right-ear advantage

would be indicated by a positive value to
a maximum of +

1.

The lack

of differences in preference to either
ear (possible bilateral re-

presentation of speech) would be indicated by a
laterality coefficient
of zero.
If one assumes the level of performance
varies according to the

sex of the subject (Davidson et al., 1976; McGlone,
1976; McGlone
&

Davidson, 1973;

Sperry,

1974), then the laterality coefficient

mentioned above would provide a measure of either a right- or leftear advantage free from that particular sex bias.

The latter would

probably be desirable in terms of the purity of the laterality coefficient obtained.
Despite efforts to clarify the quantification of the ear

advantage in dichotic listening, the problems that have emerged from
the efforts to quantify the ear advantage appear far from being

completely resolved (Repp, 1977).
It appears from previous sections that familial sinistrality

may be associated with dominance for speech (Geschwind, 1972; Hardyck

Petrinovich, 1977).

The latter should be considered during the de-

velopment of a dichotic listening test for the detection of lateralization for speech.

In this case, the selection of subjects for the

&

.
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initial evaluation of the test
should clearly identify each
subject
in that respect.
as high as

The incidence of left-handed
individuals is not

that of right-handed ones.

For this reason, and because

the initial measure of the parameters
of the test need to be clear,

only right-handed subjects with a
negative history of familial

sinistrality could be used during the initial
evaluation of the
test.

Further validation of the parameters in
other types of subjects

could follow once the test is found to be
an adequate instrument for

measuring lateralization for speech in dextrals
with a negative
history of familial sinistrality.

In addition, further determinations

of its reliability would be needed after
the initial trial.

The comparison of a test being developed with other
tests

being used for the same purpose appears desirable, especially
if
the former is intended to replace the latter ones.

To the case in point,

the test being developed in this section could be compared
against a
test like that of Kimura (1961a, 1961b), which uses digits, and against
a test like that used by Bruce Wexler

(Wexler

&

Halwes

,

in preparation),

which uses synthetic-speech nonsense sylllables (such as aka, aba, ada )
The comparison of the test being developed against the test used by

Wexler appears important since the latter has shown a reasonably high
degree of reliability.

Comparison of one test against another brings the problem of test
length into focus.

It appears that for a fair comparison,

compared to each other should be of the same length.

all the tests

Since the test
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proposed in this section would have
a considerably smaller
number
of dichotic stimuli than those
used by Kimura and Wexler, it may
be

at a disadvantage.

However, one would expect that the
quantification

of the laterality in terms of
the difference between rightand left-

ear responses divided by the total
number of correct responses could

compensate for the differences in length
between the tests (Repp, 1977)
The preparation of the three tests to
be compared should be

performed using the same equipment and subject
to the same technical
constraints.

Hypotheses

At this point it is proposed that a dichotic
listening test

which uses natural speech, as described in this section,
should produce
a global measure of

the

lateralization for speech.

It is also proposed that such a test would produce
higher indices

of laterality, despite its faster mode of administration, with
a

higher degree of reliability than a test based on the recall of digits,
such as the one used by Kimura (1961a, 1961b).
It is further proposed that such a test would provide higher

indices of laterality than a test using synthetic speech, such as the
one used by Wexler (Wexler & Halwes, in preparation), with an equal
or higher degree of reliability.

These hypotheses may be reduced to a basic underlying hypothesis.

This hypothesis states that the use of natural-speech dichotic

.

pairs of adjectives or verbs and
very similarly sounding nonsense
words, should measure cerebral
lateralization for speech in dextrals

better than dichotic pairs of digits
or of synthetic nonsense
syllables
The empirical attempt to confirm
these hypotheses will be the
tasks of the following chapters.

C H A P T B R

I

I

METHOD

Subjects

The participants in the study were all
students enrolled in

undergraduate courses in psychology, and
they received course credit.
The ages of the subjects ranged from 18
to 32 years, with a mean of
21.1 years.

All of the subjects stated being right-handed
and re-

ported a negative history of familial
sinistrality.

A total of 48

subjects were used, of whom 24 were male and the
other half female.
The subjects were required to have normal hearing
without the aid
of prosthetic devices and to be generally
healthy.

All

of

the sub-

jects participated across all the experimental conditions of
the
study.

All the subjects were required to sign a form giving their

consent to be used as experimental subjects.
consent form may be found in Appendix

The contents of the

Hi

Apparatus

Dichotic tapes

.

Three stereophonic tapes were prepared through the

use of the special facilities and technical assistance of the staff
of Haskins Laboratories; under the auspices of

ber NIH-71-2420, National Institutes of Health,

Education and Welfare.

their contract numDepartment

ol

Health,

Each of the tapes contained one of the fol-

lowing kinds of stimuli.
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60

^itsj^st,

The preparatlon Qf the

of Kimura (X961a,
1961b).

fonowed

The tape consisted of 32 sets
of si* sin

gle digits presented by a
.ale voice every five seconds.

Each set

of six digits contained
three pairs of dichotic digits.

Each pair

of dichotic digits was
presented one-half second apart,

A total of

96 digits were presented to each ear.

The range of the areas where

the stimuli did not overlap at
their endings was from

msec.

msec to 387

1

The tape also contained a pulsating
tone, an average of the

amplitude of the sound contour of the
numbers
establish a comfortable listening level.
of the numbers

1

through

9,

1

through

9.

used to

The random presentation

exclusively to each ear, preceded the

dichotic presentation of the digits to ensure
the subjects could
hear all the numbers.

A table of random numbers (Diem

&

1970) was used to assign the numbers to each of
the ears.

Lentner,

Three

consecutive random numbers were selected for the left
ear and the
next three for the right ear.

All zeros and repeated numbers were

omitted so that each set of digits would have different
numbers for
each ear.

The list of numbers and their assignment to either ear

may be found in Appendix B.

Speech Sounds Test (WNW)

.

The preparation of the dichotic tape for

the WNW Test followed the parameters established in the first chapter and above in this section.

This tape was proposed as an effec-

tive measure of lateralization for speech.

The tape consisted of

32 meaningful-word/nonsense-word dichotic pairs.

The dichotic stim-

uli in each pair sounded very much alike, but one ear received

a

meaningful word and the other ear a nonsense word, such as in the
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pair "paint-baint".

The difference between the stimuli
in each

dichotic pair was that the first letter
of each stimulus, a consonant, was different for each
stimulus.

The areas of non^overlap at

the terminal end of the dichotic
pairs ranged from

1

msec to 88 msec.

Each dichotic pair was presented by a
male voice every five seconds.
A table of random numbers (Dixon
the stimuli,

&

Massey, 1969) was used to assign

in such a manner that both ears received
equal number

of words and nonsense words.

This was accomplished by using even

numbers for the common words and odd numbers for
the nonsense words.
Thus, the stimuli were randomly distributed across
the tape for

each ear, in terms of either type of stimulus.

The nonsense words

were checked against the 1977 edition of the Webster's New
Collegiate

Dictionary to ensure they were not listed as real words.

The phonetic

similarity of the nonsense words to languages other than English, or
the vernacular American expressions was avoided as much as possible.

The possible effect of the phonetic similarity between the nonsense

words used in the tape and other sounds in vernacular American or
in other language, may have possibly been decreased by the require-

ment that the subject recognize the item heard from among four printed on the answer sheet.

The dichotic presentation of the stimuli was

preceded by the presentation of a pulsating tone, an average of the

amplitude of the sound intensities of the stimuli, to establish a

comfortable listening level.

The 32 pairs of dichotic stimuli were

presented twice by reversing the earphones after the first administration.

The list of the stimuli and the key to their respective assign-
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ments to the ears may be found
in Appendix
Synthetic sp eech tPst_jVCV),
used by Bruce Wexler (Wexler

populations.

D.

This tape was a replica of
that one
&

Halwes

,

in preparation)

in clinical

This tape contained 60 dichotic
pairs of synthetically-

produced combination of nonsense
syllables, which in some cases
sounded alike.

In each case the stimulus consisted
of a vowel-

consonant-vowel set.

In all cases the beginning and
ending vowels

of this set were the letter a.
P,

The consonants used were b, d,
g, k,

and t, thus constituting the sets aba, ada,
aga, aka, apa, and

ata.

The first syllables /a/ of the dichotic stimuli
were fused in

such a manner as to be indistinguishable from
each other, and the
sound obtained was "ah."

The second syllables of the dichotic pairs

were not so critically fused and were somewhat
distinguishable from
each other.

Monaurally, the second syllables sounded like "bah,"

"dah," "gah," "kah,", "pah," and "tah."
ed like "ah, bah," "ah, dah," and so forth.

The sets of syllables sound-

Different combinations of

the sets were randomly presented as dichotic pairs throughout the

tape, but in each presentation the two stimuli were different from

each other by the middle consonant.

Each dichotic pair was presented

every two seconds preceded by the phrase "now write."

The voice

produced by the synthetic speech of the test has been described as
that of a male speaking American English in the dialectic form found
in the midwestern part of the United States.

The administration of

the dichotic stimuli was preceded by a pulsating tone approximating
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an average of the sound
amplitude of the sets of
syllables

-

obtain a comfortable listening
level,

,

in order

_

Before the dichotic
stimuli

were presented, 30 of tbese
sets of sy ll ables were
presented
ai _
17 to each ear separately.
Tbe purpose of tbe latter
was to allow tbe
subjects to become acquainted
with synthetic speech and to
learn how
to recognize each of the
sets of syllables.
During both the latter
practice presentation and the
actual dichotic presentation,
the subjects were to respond by writing
the consonant belonging to
the syllable heard on the answer sheet.
The answer sheet consisted of
a series
of identical items, where the
letter a was followed by a blank
space
for the consonant, and another
letter a.

In cases where the subjects

heard more than one set of syllables,
they were to write the consonant
of the second set heard at the
end of the item on the answer sheet.

The dichotic presentation consisted of
60 dichotic pairs.

The ear-

phones were reversed after the first 30
pairs to compensate for possible audio differences between the two
earphones.
the stimuli to the ears may be found in
Appendix F.

The assignment of
The format of

the answer sheet may be found in Appendix
E.

The dichotic presentations for the three tests
were performed

with a Pioneer CT-F7272 stereophonic cassette tape deck
and a set of
Koss K/125 stereophones in a quiet room, one subject at a
time.

Affective Differential Scale

.

An affective differential scale of the

meaningful words and nonsense words used in the Speech Sounds Test
(WNW) was prepared in order to assess the emotive associations
the

participants could make to the stimuli.

The purpose of the scale
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was to determine if the
presence of emotive associations
to the stimuli affected the direction of
the responses to the auditory
stimuli.
The scale consisted of 64 items,
where half of them were meaningful
words and the other half nonsense
words.
The seven-point scale ranged
from -3 for the most negative
associations to +3 for the most positive

associations, with zero for neutral
associations,

The construction

of the scale followed the
examples of response formats offered
by

Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) for attitude
scaling with some minor modifications.

The subjects completed the form by placing
an X on the

horizontal line of the scale next to each item.

A sample of the

scale may be found in Appendix G.
Mood Inventory.

The Multiple Affect Adjective Check List (MAACL)

(Zuckerman

&

subjects.

The MAACL purportedly measures affective states of anxiety

Lubin, 1965) was used to assess the mood state of
the

hostility, and depression
these.

,

,

and provides scoring scales for each of

The inventory consists of 132 adjectives which describe dif-

ferent kinds of moods and feelings.

The discriminant

validity of

the scales have been suggested by several studies (Zuckerman, Lubin,

Robins, 1965; Zuckerman, Lubin, Vogel,

&

Valerius, 1964).

The split-

half reliabilities for the scales of the MAACL have been found to

range from r=+.79 to r=+.92 (Zuckerman, et al., 1964).

The list of

adjectives and instructions for the administration of the MAACL may
be found in Appendix A.

&

,
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Procedure

Preliminary

infor^on

.

Before the testing began each
of the sub-

jects was asked to give his
age and acknowledge the
presence of
healthy ears and good hearing,
preferred hand for writing, and
a

negative history of familial
sinistrality.
Co^ent_jEorm.

All the subjects read and signed
a form giving the

investigator permission to use them
as experimental subjects.

The

consent form explained all the
procedures included in the experiment.
The subjects were not told the
purpose of the experiment was to compare
three tests which presumably quantify
lateralization for speech.

were not told the auditory presentations
would be binaural.

They

They were

only told that the experiment would
compare three tests of auditorv

preception.

Mood inventory

.

After the consent form, all the subjects
completed

the MAACL, as described above.

Counterbalancing of the tests.

In order to counterbalance the ad-

ministration of the three dichotic listening tests,
certain steps were
taken.

First, the order of administration for each of the
tests varied

according to six sequences of administration, with eight
subjects in
each.

These sequences were as follows: WNW-Digits-VCV, WNW-VCV-Digits

Digits-VCV-WNW, Digit s-WNW-VCV

,

VCV-WNW-Digits

,

and VCV-Digits-WNW.

Second, for twelve of the female subjects and for twelve of the male

subjects each test was started with the earphones reversed, that is,
left track on right ear and vice versa for the other ear.

For the
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other equal half of the
subjects, the opposite applied.

Digits Test

All the subjects completed the
dichotic Digits Test.

.

The subjects were required to
read the instructions to the
test.
The written instructions were
clear, but the subjects were
given the
opportunity to seek further explanations.
Once they understood the
task,

the earphones were placed comfortably
and a pulsating tone was

used to adjust the volume of the
sound to a comfortable level.

numbers from

1

The

to 9 were presented monaurally to
each ear in a random

order, and the subjects were instructed
to report the number heard

each time.

This latter operation was intended to ensure
that each

subject could hear the numbers used in the
Digits Test.

The dichotic

digits were then presented and each subject reported
verbally the
digits heard in any preferred order.

half-way through the test.

The earphones were reversed

A total of 96 pairs of dichotic digits

were presented to each subject,

Every set of three pairs was pre-

sented five seconds apart, and each pair in the set one-half second
apart.

The five-second interval between the sets was used by the

subject to report the digits heard.

After the completion of this

test and during the intervals between the administrations of the

dichotic tests, the earphones were removed in order to avoid any discomfort caused by a prolonged wearing fo the headset.

Samples of the

instructions to the Digits Test and its scoring sheet may be found in

Appendix B.
Speech Sounds Test (WNW)

.

All the subjects completed the WNW Test.

The written instructions requested the subject to cross out the sound
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heard from among four items
on a horizontal line for
each dichotic
presentation on the answer sheet.
The subjects were not
instructed
to use the right hand to
make their responses. However,
they all

used their right hand to
complete all the parts of the
experiment,
The subject in each case was
instructed to choose only one of
the
items on the answer sheet, even
if it was believed that two
were
heard.
No erasing was allowed. A
pulsating tone was presented to

adjust the volume of the sound to
a comfortable level.

The mean-

ingful-word/nonsense-word dichotic pairs were
presented every five
seconds for a total of 32 pairs,

Upon completion of this part, the

earphones were reversed and the subject
duplicated the task with a
second answer sheet,

The arrangement of the response items on
the

second answer sheet was different from
that of the first,

Samples

of the instructions to the WNW Test and
the two answer sheets may be

found in Appendix C.

Synthetic Speech Test (VCV)

.

The subjects were asked to read writ-

ten instructions to the VCV Test which followed
those used by Bruce

Wexler (Wexler

&

Halwes, in preparation).

The subjects were in each

instance introduced to the stimuli with very substantial instructions

Accordingly, the test was presented as a test of auditory preception.
And as usual, the subjects were allowed to seek further explanations
to the test.

placed,

Once the earphones were correctly and comfortably

the subjects were presented with a pulsating tone to adjust

the volume of the sound to their liking.

The stimuli on the right
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tract of the tape were used for
a practice monaural
presentation

exclusively to one ear at a time.

Of the 60 stimuli on the
tract,

30 were presented to one ear and the other
30 to the other ear by

reversing the stereophones after the
first 30 sets of syllables.
The dichotic presentations were
accomplished by presenting 30 pairs
of stimuli and reversing the
earphones for the other 30 pairs.

Samples of the instructions to the VCV
Test and the answer sheet
may be found in Appendix E.

Affective differential scale
tasks,

.

After completion of the three dichotic

the subjects were asked in each instance
to complete the

affective differential scale of the stimuli used
in the WNW Test.
They were instructed to place an X on any desired
place along a line
next to each of the items.

This line was marked with gradations

from -3 to +3 in intergers, including zero.

The negative pole from

zero was for negative associations and the positive pole
from zero
for positive associations.

The degree of affect in either direction

could be determined by the numbers from

1

to 3

.

A sample of the

scale may be found in Appendix G.

Debriefing

.

After completion of all the tasks by each individual

subject, written feedback of the true nature of the experiment was

given to the subject.

The construction, rationale, and use of

dichotic listening tests were explained briefly to each of the subjects.

An offer was made to each individual subject to make the

results of the study available upon enquiry after the collection and

,
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analyses of the data.
in Appendix

I

A sample of the feedback form may
be found

CHAPTER

III

RESULTS

The results presented in this chapter are
considered in
terms of the proposed experimental outcomes
stated in Chapter
It was proposed there that the

1.

indices of lateralization (right-

ear advantage) obtained with the Speech Sounds Test
(WNW) would be

higher than those obtained with the Digits Test and the
Synthetic
Speech Test (VCV)

.

It was also proposed there that the measure of

lateralization for speech to the left hemisphere provided by the

WNW Test would be equally or more reliable than those provided by
the
other two tests.
The present study also investigated the potential influence
of
(c)

(a)

stimulus dominance,

(b)

the affective value of the stimulus,

the mood state of the subjects, and

(d)

sex differences, especially

on the performance on the WNW Test,

Lateralization for Speech as Assessed by the Tests

Laterality coefficients

.

Differences among the means

.

As mentioned previously, the

coefficients of laterality were calculated by dividing the difference

between the correct responses corresponding to the right and left
ears by the sum of the total correct responses (R - L/R +
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L)

.

In this
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case the scores could range from -1
(complete left-ear advantage)

to+l (complete right-ear advantage).

The means, medians, standard

deviations, and the range of these scores
are presented in Table

1

Insert Table 1 about here

The mean for each test was positive,
indicating a slight rightear advantage.

The Digits Test showed the least right-ear
advantage

(m =.0418); nevertheless, because of the small
amount of variability

in the scores, this value was significantly
different from zero,

5.97,

_p_<.01.

the VCV Test,

t_(47) =

The next higher right-ear advantage was exhibited
by
the mean of which was significantly higher than that of

the Digits Test, t_(47) = 3.16, p_<.003.

Finally, the highest right-ear

advantage was exhibited by the WNW Test, the mean of which was signi-

ficantly higher than those of both the VCV and Digits Tests, _t(47)=3.10,
p_<.003 and

t1 (47)

= 5.46, p_<.0001,

Distribution of cases

.

respectively.

It is also clear from Table 1 that the

WNW Test had the widest range (-.377 to .682) of scores among the three
tests.

The distribution of scores on all three tests showed a slight

amount of skewness

— negative

in the case of the WNW Test and positive

in the case of the other two tests.

The asymmetry of the three dis-

tributions was statistically significant (p_<.05) as tested by means
of the Sign Test

(Diem

&

Lentner, 1970).

In practical terms, however,

the deviation from normalcy was not great, especially in the case
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Table

1

Distribution of Scores and Cases
of the Dichotic Tests

Test

Laterality

Mean

Coefficients

Median

SD

Minimum

Maximum

TKTT
WNW

.1995

.1990

.20

-.377

.682

Digits

.0418

.0325

.05

-.037

.187

VCV

.1041

.0690

.14

-.128

.466

T

T

Cases

Test

N

WNW

48

6

(13%)

1

(2%)

41

(85%)

Digits

48

6

(13%)

7

(15%)

35

(73%)

VCV

48

9

(19%)

5

(10%)

34

(71%)

Less than Zero

Zero

More than Zero
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of the WNW Test.

As Table 1 shows, the mean and
the median of this

test are virtually identical.
In summary, the WNW Test showed
the most discrete right-ear

advantage of the three tests; the distribution
of scores on this test
also approximated a normal curve more
closely than do the scores on
the other two tests.

Possible Confounding Factors

Several confounding factors might have influenced the
results

presented above.

These include (a) the auditory sensitivity of the

subjects and (b) possible practice and carry-over effects.

Auditory sensitivity
messages

tc

.

During the administration of simultaneous

the ears, as in the present study, it is logical to assume

that any difference in the laterality coefficients could be the

product of hearing differences.

That is, an ear advantage could be

evident for one ear if hearing in the opposite ear was somehow impaired
If,

as presumed, all of the 48 subjects in the study were lacking

auditory impairments, an analysis of the practice scores for the
Digits and VCV tests, described below, should show no differences

between the right and left ears.

In addition, any laterality co-

efficient (R - L/R + L) calculated from these practice scores should
not show any difference from zero.

The practice part of the Digits Test, as it may be recalled,

consisted of the monaural presentation of single digits from

1

to 9,
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first to one ear and then to the other.
is,

The single digits, that

their individual sound recording, were
the same used to prepare

the combinations of digits for the
stimuli of the actual test.

None of the subjects in the study failed
to recognize any of the
numbers when they were presented monaurally.

In other words, their

laterality coefficients for these practice scores
were all zero.
The hearing of the subjects was further tested
by means
of the monaural presentation of the 60
vowel-consonant-vowel items
of the VCV Test, with 30 of the items being presented
to each ear

separately.

As it may be recalled, the purpose of the practice

presentations was to allow the subjects to become familiar with the
synthetic speech used in the test, and more specifically, with each
of

the sets of nonsense syllables.

The practice items were presented

in a random order and their sound recordings were the same used for
the actual test.
tc

In this case the correct responses corresponding

the right ear obtained a mean of 27.8 and those corresponding to

the left ear obtained a mean of 38.3.

statistically significant,

This difference was not

_t(47) = 1.85, £<.07.

Further, the practice

scores were converted to laterality coefficients (R

-

L/R+

L)

.

A mean

laterality coefficient of -.009 was obtained, which was not significantly different from zero, _t(47)=1.58.
of the laterality coefficients

The negative value of the mean

— apparent

left-ear advantage

— for

the

practice scores may be due to the fact that the practice items were
first presented to the right ear, and the subjects initially made a
few eriors until they became accustomed to

the-

synthetic speech and
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the nonsense sounds of the test.

In summary,

the subjects as a group could identify
the digits

and the sets of syllables equally
well when presented to either the

left or right ear alone.

This does not mean, of course, that there

may not have been a slight relative difference
in acuity of the two
ears above the threhold value.

But there was no way to test this

latter possibility within the confines of the
present study.

Practice and carry-ov er effects

.

Since the three tests followed

the same principle, the presentation of dichotic messages
to the ears,
it was reasonable to assume the possibility of practice
or carry-over

effects during their administration.

To counterbalance such effects,

six sequences were used in the administration of the tests.

sequences may be seen in Table
the

six

These

One-way analyses of variance with

2.

counterbalancing sequences as the factor showed a significant

sequence effect on the VCV Test, F(5 42)=2.95
,

cant effects for the WNW and Digits tests.

,

p_<

.

02

,

but non-signifi-

The means of the laterality

coefficients of the VCV Test for the sequences of administration used
in counterbalancing are displayed also in Table 2.

Insert Table

2

about here

A Duncan multiple-range test was performed on these data.
The only significant difference was between the highest mean of the

laterality coefficients of the VCV Test (.24) obtained during the
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Table

2

Means of the VCV Test in Count erbalanci

Sequence of Administration

N

Mean

WNW-Di gits- VCV

8

.11

WNW-VCV-Digits

8

.24

098

Digit s-VCV-WNW

8

.10

.167

Digits -WNW-VCV

8

.08

.149

VCV-WNW-Digits

8

.02

.017

VCV-Digits-WNW

8

SD
.125
i

.08

.128

.

sequence WNW-VCV-Digits and those obtained
during the five other

sequences of administration,

£<.05.

A reasonable explanation for

this result is not readily apparent,
since neither a practice effect

nor a carry-over effect is evident from
the data presented in Table

2.

Reliability of Test Scores

The three dichotic listening tests were
subjected to split-

half reliability analysis.

This was done in each case by correlating

laterality coefficients calculated for each half of the
test, where
the odd items comprised one half and the even items the other
half.

WNW Test.
of

For the WNW Test a split-half reliability coefficient

£+.62, £<.001, was obtained.

(r=2r /1+r

)

When the Spearman-Brown formula

was used to estimate the reliability coefficient for the

whole test, the value increased to r=+.77.
Digits Test

.

The split-half reliability coefficient for the Digits

Test was £=+.43, £<.001, or £=+.60 when the Spearman-Brown formula was

applied
VCV Test

.

The split-half reliability analysis of the VCV Test yielded

a non-significant reliability coefficient of only r=+.15, £<.14.

This

low reliability coefficient was unexpected and is difficult to explain

Repp (1977) has reported reliability coefficients of around r=+.90 for
this type of test.
It is clear from the above that none of the three dichotic tests

exhibited a very high reliability.

However, when compared with the
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other two, the WNW Test shoved
reasonably more reliability.

These

results may indicate that
natural-speech word/nonsense-word pairs
which sound alike, are more reliably
responded to than digit pairs
or synthetically-produced sets
of nonsense syllables.

Correlations Among Tests
This study does not contain an external
criterion of

lateralization for speech.

However, previous research has suggested

that a test like the Digits Test (Kimura,
1961a, 1961b) and a replica
of the VCV Test

(Wexler

in clinical populations.

&

Halwes

,

in preparation) are relatively valid

It was on this basis

that these latter two

tests were included in the present study as a
source of comparison
to the newly proposed WNW Test.

The correlations between the three dichotic tests were low
and non-significant.

The WNW Test correlated r=+.25, £<.09, with

the VCV Test and r=+.16, p<.27, with the Digits Test.

between the VCV and Digits tests was r=+.17, p_<.25.

The correlation
The reasons for

these low correlations are not clear since the three tests presumably

measure lateralization for speech.

One possibility among many is

that each test may measure different aspects of lateralization, given
the different qualities of the stimuli used in each.
To summarize the results thus far,

the WNW Test appears to be

the most sensitive of the three tests to cerebral dominance for speech

However, the mean measures of lateralization for the tests were lower

.
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than expected.

This is especially true in the case
of the VCV Test

which, as previously mentioned, has
been shown to be fairly sensitive
to cerebral dominance for speech.

It is possible that the apparent

superiority of the WNW Test over the other two
tests may not be due
to the higher effectiveness of the former,
but rather to the idiosyn-

cracies of the latter two.

For example, the synthetic speech of the

VCV Test was poorly received by the subjects; and
the Digits Test,

although received well, presented very little challenge
to the subjects

Characteristics of the WNW Test

The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to an examina-

tion of some of the characteristics of the stimuli used in the WNW
Test, and of subjects variables (mood and sex) which might have influ-

enced the performance of the subjects.
The responses to each of the 64 items of the WNW Test were

analysed separately.

Following Repp (1977), the percentages of all

the right- and left-ear responses to each of the items in the 32

stimulus-pairs were calculated.

This yielded two effects.

One was

the right- or left-ear dominance of one item in the stimulus-pair
(ear dominance).

This ear dominance should not be confused with ear

advantage, although in practical terms, both indicate that the
subjects responded more

ear items.

f reque-ntly

to right-ear items than to left-

The other effect was the dominance of one item over the

other in the responses to the dichotic pair (stimulus dominance)

.
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Ear dominance

.

The percentage of total responses
to the dichotic

pairs in the WNW Test obtained a mean of
56.20% for the right ear
and a mean of 37.63% for the left ear.
cant, t(31)=11.98, £<.0001.

This difference was signifi-

However, more important was to find out

if the subjects responded more frequently
to the meaningful words or

the nonsense words.

The percentages of the responses to the meaningful

words and the nonsense words in the stimulus-pairs
were calculated to

determine if either of them was responded to more frequently
when presented to either ear.

The meaningful words obtained a total mean for

both ears of 48.93% and the nonsense words a total mean for both ears
of 45.03%.

These means were not significantly different from each

other, t_(31)=.44, £<.67.

These results indicate that although the

subjects responded more frequently to right-ear items, they showed no

preference between meaningful words and nonsense words in their
responses to the test
Subjects sometimes responded to items on the answer sheet other
than those in the stimulus-pairs.

Of the 32 pairs of stimuli, 26 were

responded to erroneously by subjects at one time or another.

The

percentages of erroneous responses to the pairs of stimuli ranged from
.9%

(

park-kark ) to 21.9%

(

f

lap-glap )

.

The mean percentage of subjects

responding erroneously to the affected dichotic pairs was 7.5%.

The

erroneous responses are not by themselves important, since all the subjects

produced correct responses for more than 50% of the items in the test.

,
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.Stimulus

dominance

.

During an auditory test using
dichotomous items,

such as in the WNW Test, some of
the items may be consistently
responded
to no matter to what ear they
are presented.
When that happens, the

persistence of the response may be
attributed to dominance of one
stimulus over the other.

In the case of the WNW

Test, where the same

items are administered once to each
ear by reversing the stereophones
the presence of a persistent response
may be easily assessed.

It will

be recalled from the previous chapter that
the WNW Test was administered
twice, with the reversal of the earphones
for the second administration.

The responses to each administration were recorded
on two separate

answer sheets (see Appendix

C)

.

Thus, it was presumed that if stimulus

dominance existed for any of the items the response to
that item would
have been repeated on the second administration.
To verify the presence of stimulus dominance the percentage
of

responses to each item was calculated.

To establish the dominant effect

of one item over another, the following procedure was used.

It was

assumed that if there were no ear advantages there would be an equal
chance for both items in the dichotic pair to be identified.

That is,

50% of the responses would be to one item and the other half to the

other item.

Such an assumption is, of course, an oversimplication

since the laterality coefficients suggest a slight right-ear advantage.
But such an oversimplification does not distort any conclusions discussed

below.
The binomial distribution described above would have a mean of
.5

(P)

and a standard deviation of

.5

(vPQ)

.

The number of replications
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was 48 since there were that many subjects
responding to each of
the items.

In terms of raw scores,

then,

the distribution for any

given item should have a mean of 24 (nP) and a
standard deviation
of 3.46

that

— in

(/^PQ).

This indicates that the chances are less than .05

the absence of stimulus dominance

— any

single items of

a

pair would be identified twice (i.e., in both ears) by
more than 31
(65%) of the subjects.

As seen in Table 3, 19 of the 32 stimulus-pairs had one item

each which was responded to by more than 65% of the subjects, re-

gardless of the ear of presentation.

These items, shown in the

first column (A) in Table 3, are considered to be "stimulus-dominant.

Insert Table

3

about here

It should be noted that the stimulus-dominant items included

both the meaningful words and the nonsense words in about equal
numbers.

However, it should be noted that the initial consonants

of these items were in the majority of the cases the letters

£ and

t_.

It should also be noted that the items starting with the letter f

were never dominant.

Since the length of the sound of the letter

f_

longer and has more friction than for example the letters p, b, and

is
t,

it would have been expected that the former would be more dominant in

combination with the latter ones.

The opposite effect that was

virtually obtained, i.e., the consistent lack of dominance of the letter
f,

may be due to technical errors during the preparation of the

0
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Table

3

Mean Percentages of Subjects Responding to the
Same Stimulus in Either Ear with Significant
Stimulus Dominance

Stimuli in Pair

A

B

Percentage of Subjects Responding
to the Same Stimulus in Either Ear
Stimulus A

Stimulus

sold

pold

86.5

10 .8

peep

f eep

95.8

4.2

took

dook

90.6

9.4

blee

flee

74.

17.8

kasp

rasp

68.8

26.1

pry

gry

69.8

8.4

trag

brag

79.2

6.3

keed

f ppH

teel

feel

83.4

15.6

paint

baint

76.1

21.9

pamper

vamper

76.1

24.0

crank

grank

80.2

18.8

clight

flight

75.1

14.6

pight

fight

71.9

27.1

dump

kump

74.0

26.1

tig

dig

75.0

21.9

read

gead

69.8

30.2

torn

gorn

83.4

13.6

tob

sob

71.9

21.9

Aft
DO

.

7/

10

1
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dichotic tape.

The possible attenuation of the sound of
this letter

may have occurred during the pairing of the
items, since the letter
f

had to be shortened at its onset in order to
decrease the terminal

non-overlap of the stimuli.
The 13 stimulus-pairs which did not show any
stimulus-dominance

are shown in Table

4.

Insert Table

4

about here

The effect of stimulus dominance on the laterality
coefficient
(R - L/R + L) was also examined.

Clearly, an item that is con-

sistently heard regardless of the ear of presentation cannot discriminate in terms of laterality.

When all stimulus-dominant items

were eliminated from the scoring of the test, the laterality coefficient was increased to .5834, compared to an original mean of
.1995, _t(47)=7.68, jK.OQOl.

However, the adjusted and original co-

efficients correlated r=+.86, p<.001.
These results show the presence of stimulus dominance in the

WNW Test.

The dominance of one stimulus over another does not

appear to be related to the type of item (i.e., meaningful words or

nonsense words)

.

However, the analysis suggests that the stimulus

dominance in the WNW Test may have been due to technical errors during
the design and preparation of the dichotic tape.

It appears that maybe

the joining of the dichotic pairs at the onset of the stimulus, that
is, at the beginning of the sound of each initial consonant, rather

5
6

Table 4

Mean Percentages of Subjects
Responding to the
Same Stimulus in Either Ear with
Non-Significant Stimulus
Dominance

Stimulus--pairs

A

B

no
1 1/
paitv

kend
[r

o

-y— \r-

walk

Mean Percentages
A
AO

B
A

bend

39

.

35

.

park

61.5

37.6

sip

mip

61.5

36.5

kear

near

57.3

37.6

simple

bimple

49.0

31.3

sast

past

56.3

27.1

take

gake

63.6

23.0

lie

sie

61.5

28.2

glap

flap

62.5

15.6

git

sit

64.6

33.3

dold

hold

57.3

41.7

sat

dat

46.9

39.6

,
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than at the first pitch pulse may have
increased the dominance of
one stimulus over the other (Repp,
1977).

In addition,

it

is possible

that there were some variations in
the intensity of the sound of the

initial consonant of some of the items, or
of the whole item.

In

other words, it is possible that one sound
may have been louder than
another, which appears to be the case with the
letter f, in the obverse, for some of the items.

Whatever its causes, it is clear that the WNW Test was

plagued by stimulus dominance.

However, the reliability that it

exhibited and the increase in the mean when only responses that were
unique to left- or right-ear presentation were used, suggest that
the test could be more effective as a laterality test if the stimulus

dominance were controlled.

The affective value of the stimuli

.

As discussed in previous chapters,

the response to verbal stimuli may be favorably or adversely affected

depending on the affective content of the stimuli.

It will be recalled

that all the items on the WNW Test were rated on a 7— point scale

ranging from -3 (maximally unpleasant association) to +3 (maximally

pleasant association).

Affectively neutral items were scored as zero.

To analyse the effect of emotive associations on the responses
to the dichotic stimuli

,

it was necessary to construct scores for

each item which would reflect individual differences in sensitivity between the two ears.

Therefore, if a subject responded correctly to an

item when it was presented to the left ear but not to the right, the
item was assigned a score of -1.

Conversely, if a subject responded
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correctly to an item when it was presented
to the right ear but not to
the left, a score of +1 was assigned.

If an item was repeatedly

responded to when presented to either ear, or
if the response did not

correspond to the items presented, the item received

a score of zero.

In this way, each item received a score on a
3-point scale, ranging

from left-ear dominance (-1) through neutrality
(0) to right-ear

dominance (+1).

Separate correlations were then calculated between

the affective ratings and the ear-scores for each item on the
test.
Out of the 64 correlations, only four were "significant" beyond
the .05 level.

This was approximately what would have been expected

by chance.
In addition,

the lowest four scores,

the zero scores, and the

four highest scores of the affective scale were plotted against their

respective ear-scores.

This was done to explore the possibility of

a curvillinear relationship.

The plotting of these scores did not

show a particular relationship.

These results suggest that the affective value of the stimuli
did not have any influence on the responses to the dichotic stimuli
of the WNW Test.

This is not particularly surprising, for even the

stimuli with rather extreme affective ratings were not all emotionally

"charged."
(-.9),

For example, the four items most negatively were:

fight (-.8), sob

items were:

(-.7), and lie (-.6).

brag

The four most positive

feel (1.7), walk (1.5), feed (1.4), and sip (1.4).

.
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The Influe nce of Subject Variablpg

Mood state of the subjects

.

To recall from previous chapters,

the Multiple Affect Adjuectlve List

(MAACL) was used to determine

whether the mood of the subjects had an
effect on their responses
to the dichotic stimuli of the tests.

three scales:

The MAACL is composed of

Anxiety, Hostility, and Depression.

these scales are displayed in Table

Insert Table

The means for

5.

5

about here

The three scales were correlated with the laterality co-

efficients for the three dichotic tests.

The only significant

correlation found was between the Anxiety Scale of the MAACL
and the WNW Test, r-.32, £<.02.

anxiety and the WNW Test

is not

Although the relationship between
clear,

it

appears reasonable to

suggest that the mood of the subjects might affect performance on
tests such as the WNW Test.

Sex.

As discussed in Chapter 1, several different measures of

dominance for speech, and other lateralized functions, have
tendency to produce different results for males and females.

a

As may

be seen in Table 6, the separate one-way analysis of variance of

each dichotic listening test by sex showed no difference between their

means
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Table

5

One-Way Analyses of Variance of the MAACL
by Sex

Scale

N

Mean

df

24

49.58

1,46

Anxiety

Male

.68

41
t

Female

24

52.25

Total

48

50.91

Hostility

Male

24

49.75

Female

24

49.16

Total

48

49.45

Male

24

47.20

Female

24

47.16

Total

48

47.18

1,46

03

85

1,46

0003

98

Depression

90

Insert Table

6

about here

The lack of differences between the male
subjects and their

female counterparts is somewhat puzzling.

Previous research has

suggested that adult males perform better than females
on spatial
tasks, while the females have the advantage in tasks
involving

verbal facility (Sperry, 1974).

It has also been suggested by some

results that females may be less discretely lateralized than males
on perceptual tasks (Davidson, et al.

,

1976).

Similarly, it has

been suggested that adult males appear to have a more fully developed

brain asymmetry and lateral specialization for verbal and spatial
functions than females (McGlone, 1976).
a

These reports suggest that

measure of lateralization for speech, such as any of the dichotic

tests used in the present study, should make evident the differences

between the two sexes.
present study.

The latter was obviously not the case in the
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Table

6

One-Way Analyses of Variance of the Dichotic Tests
by Sex

Test

n

Mean

df

Speech Sounds Test (WNW)

Male

24

.1977

Female

24

.2012

Male

24

.0451

Female

24

.0385

Male

24

.1166

Female

24

.0915

1,46

.003

1,46

.22

63

1,46

.40

52

.95

Digits Test

Synthetic Speech Test (VCV)

CHAPTER

IV

DISCUSSION

The basic hypothesis in this study was
confirmed.

This

hypothesis stated that natural-speech dichotic
pairs of verbs
or adjectives and very similarly-sounding
nonsense words (dif-

fering only in their initial consonants), should
measure laterali-

zation for speech in dextrals better than dichotic
pairs of digits
or of synthetic nonsense syllables.

The basis for such a hypothesis stemmed from the material

discussed in Chapter
of

1,

regarding the probable general advantages

the speech-hemisphere over its counterpart for certain functional

aspects of language.

Among these advantages were suggested the

semantic and syntactic integration of complex or categorically

related morphemes and the ability to discriminate between similar
phonemes.

It was also suggested the speech-dominant hemisphere may

have an advantage over its counterpart in general phonetic analysis
and synthesis, in articulation of speech, in intentional memorizing,

and in audioverbal memory.

Hence, the core of the assumptions upon

which the present study rests is that lateralization for speech may
be assessed more meaningfully as a global hemispheric function rather

than as the single function of any of the speech-processing mechanisms
To test the hypothesis, three dichotic listening tests were

compared.

The Speech Sounds Test (WNW) was designed in terms of the
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functional dimensions considered by the basic
hypothesis.

The

other two tests, the Digits Test, following
Kimura (1961a, 1961b),
and the Synthetic Speech Test (VCV) (Wexler

&

Halwes, in preparation)

were used to compare the effectiveness of the WNW
Test.
These dichotic listening tests presumably measured dominance
for speech through evidence of an ear advantage for the
ear contra-

lateral to the hemisphere predominantly subserving speech functions.

In the present study, where all the subjects were right-

handed with a negative history of familial lef t-handedness

,

it was

predicted that speech would be localized in the left hemisphere,
with the corresponding right-ear advantage.

Differences Among the Tests

It is clear from the preceding chapter that the WNW Test

performed better than the other two tests in detecting the predicted right-ear advantage for the subjects as a group.
as discussed in the same chapter

,

However,

the laterality coefficients for

the subjects as a group were lower than expected for the three tests

The laterality coefficients in the case of the Digits Test

probably could have been predicted as the lowest since the differences between the left and right ears found by Kimura (1961a,
1961b) were relatively small.

One of the reasons behind these low

laterality coefficients could be that, as found in the present
study, the dichotically paired numbers present a very weak challenge

.
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to normal subjects.

Another reason may be that the divergence in

the sound between the stimuli in each of the
dichotic pairs does not

challenge left hemispheric function as well as similar
sounds.

However,

despite its low laterality coefficients, it obtained a higher
splithalf reliability than the VCV Test, which obtained higher
laterality

coefficients than the former.

Although the laterality coefficients for the VCV Test were
higher than those for the Digits Test, its split-half reliability
was very low and non-significant.

The performance of the subjects

on this test was, as already discussed, unexpected given that previous

experience with a replica of this test has obtained definite measures
of laterality with a high reliability.

It appears possible the VCV

Test may have been at a disadvantage due to the poor acceptance of its

synthetic speech by the subjects in the present study.

This may

account for some of its low and non-significant reliability.

On the

other hand, its failure to provide reliable results supports the notion
of similarly sounding natural-speech items being more adequate than

synthetic speech items for measuring lateralization for speech

Peformance on the tests did not appear to have been measurably

affected by confounding variables, such as the hearing ability of
the subjects, the order of administration of the tests, or

case of the WNW Test

— the

affective value of the stimuli.

— in

the

However,

it appears that the mood state of the subject might affect performance

on tests, such as the WNW Test.
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Despite obtaining the highest laterality
coefficients and
exhibiting the greatest split-half reliability among
the three
tests, the WNW Test was severely affected by
stimulus dominance.

This stimulus dominance gave some indications that
maybe it had its

origin in the technical pairing of the stimuli, rather
than being
due to the type of stimulus used.

And, as seen in the preceding

chapter, this stimulus dominance tended to reduce the numerical
value
of the laterality coefficient.

This may imply that perhaps the

right-ear advantage obtained with the WNW Test for the 48 subjects
as a group may have been predominantly based on the 13 stimulus-pairs

which did not show stimulus dominance.

It appears,

from the preceding,

that if the stimulus dominance were controlled in the WNW Test, the

laterality coefficients would be higher and, perhaps, the reliability
would improve.
In the results for the WNW Test,

the absence of significant

differences between the responses to meaningful words and nonsense
words becomes an important issue.

This lack of response dominance,

for either ear, of the meaningful words over the nonsense words becomes

important in the light of previous results suggesting the opposite.
For example, a right-ear response advantage has been found in dichotic

listening for speech against nonsense sylllables and backward speech
(Kumura, 1973), and against stimuli resembling speech, but not

recognizable as such (Cutting, 1974).

In the two latter studies,

the dichotic stimuli were dissimilar in terms of their respective
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pronunciations.

In the present study,

were very similar in most respects.

the stimuli in the WNW Test

The nonsense words in the WNW

Test possessed properties which made possible their
probable recognition as part of the lexicon.

The latter was not accidental, but

rather, an essential aspect of the design of the WNW
Test, in order
to challenge the presumed functional dimensions for the
processing

of speech in the left hemisphere.

However, the present study does not

provide enough evidence to consider the stimuli in the WNW Test as
any more efficient than others in the assessment of lateralization
for speech.

Thus, this important aspect of the design of the WNW

Test commands further study, including comparisons among the many

possible combinations of dichotic stimuli (e.g., words vs. nonsense
words, words vs. words, words vs. nonsense syllables, and others).
Of some concern were the low and non-significant correlations

among the three tests, since all of them presumably measure lateralization for speech.

However, it is possible that the response mechanisms

underlying performance may have been different in each case.

To

begin with, the stimuli used in the three tests were different.

For

example, Repp (1977) has mentioned the importance of the intelli-

gibility of the stimulus.

In that sense, the VCV Test provided a

series of practice presentations in order for the subjects to become

familiar with the synthetic stimuli.

It is possible that the subjects

may not have learned the stimuli well enough to be able to dis-

criminate well between the two dichotic stimuli.

In this case the

subjects possibly could have attended to one ear or the other in

a
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random fashion.

This would mean that the performance on the VCV

Test was related to more discrete factors, such as selective attention
and perceptual accuracy (Repp, 1977).

Thus, performance on the

VCV Test may not have engaged the salient speech-processing qualities
of the left hemisphere, as may have been the case in the WNW Test.

Similarly, the performance on the Digits Test may have been related
to attentional strategies and short-term memory (White, 1969), rather

than to anything else.

Another factor which should be considered in terms of response

mechanisms is the level of uncertainty in the subject during the
tasks.

The WNW Test introduced a level of uncertainty not present

in the other two.

For example, the stimuli in the WNW Test were all

different from each other.

In addition, there were four similar response

choices for each dichotic pair.

Thus, the subjects did not know which

of the items on the answer sheet would be the stimuli.

While on the

other hand, the subjects were already acquainted with the stimuli
of the VCV and Digits tests before their respective dichotic presenta-

tion.

A factor which should be considered along with the low laterality

coefficients and lack of correlation among the three tests, is the
type of subjects used in the study.

All the 48 subjects were enrolled

in undergraduate courses in psychology.

Although no measures were

taken of their attitudes towards the tests, virtually all of them

confided to their trying to guess the purposes of the tests, and of
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responding according to the theory they formulated about the experiment.

If this were an accurate description of their performance,

that is, trying to "beat the tests," then it would strengthen the

value of the WNW Test as a reliable measure of lateralization for
speech, in terms of the results obtained.

However, it is possible

to suggest that in view of the latter, replication of this study with

other types of samples could produce more or less divergent results

among the tests with, perhaps, more correlation among the tests.

Limitations of the Study

Validity of the WNW Test

.

The measure of lateralization for speech

obtained with the WNW Test, or with any of the other tests, cannot be
extended beyond the confines of the present study.

Two of the obvious

reasons for this statement are that the two tests used as possible

criteria for the lateralization of speech proved to be very poor
sources of comparison for the WNW Test, and did not appear to have a
close empirical relationship to the latter.

Thus, validational studies

must be performed before it can be concluded that the right-ear ad-

vantage obtained by the WNW Test in the present study is applicable
to the general population of dextrals.

Reliability

.

Although the split-half reliability exhibited by the

WNW Test was greater than those exhibited by the other two tests,
it was low enough to command its future empirical evaluation.

However,

affected by stimulus
it must be recalled that the WNW Test was severely
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dominance.

Perhaps the reliability of the WNW Test
could rise to

convincing levels if this stimulus dominance were
attenuated or
eliminated.

Improvement of the WNW Test.

Dealing with stimulus dominance

in the WNW Test would require either the technical
improvement of

the present stimuli or the using of different, but
the same type of

stimuli.

The present stimulus-pairs could probably be improved in terms
of their sound characteristics and the stimuli could be realigned
more

meticulously.

with

However, since the present study suggests that items

very similar sound may be appropriate for the assessment of

a

lateralization for speech, the stimuli could be replaced as long
as the same type of stimulus is used.

For the example, the similarly

sounding consonant pairs b-p, t-d, and others, could be used as the
first letter of the items.

Future evaluations of the WNW Test should also consider avoiding the use of the letter
in the previous chapter,

f_

in the stimulus-pairs.

As was presented

the items beginning with the letter

sistently lacked dominance over the opposing item.

_f

con-

Although the latter

could have been caused by the technical manipulation of this letter,
it is possible that the letter

JE

may have properties which make its

use impractical in instruments such as the WNW Test.

Sample

.

It is obvious the sample used in the present study consisted

of a younger age group than one which could be randomly selected from

among the general population.

The sample also consisted of a virtual
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totality of white subjects with a higher educational level
than that

probable of the general population.

In addition, the sample was

totally right-handed with a negative history of familial
left-

handedness.

It appears,

then, that further studies with different

populations are necessary to either confirm or refute the findings
of the present study.

Summarizing, the restrictions imposed by the lack of an adequate

criterion for the lateralization for speech, the stimulus dominance
in the WNW Test, and the unique properties of the sample used preclude

the extension of the results obtained in the present study to the

general population.
But in spite of the limitations of the present study, it

appears reasonable to suggest that, pending further investigations,
the dimensions assumed as the salient functional characteristics of
the dominant hemisphere were apparently challenged by the WNW Test.
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APPENDIX

A

Adjective Check List
Instructions.
Below you will find words which describe different
kinds of moods and feelings. For each word, decide whether or
not
it describes how you feel now.
If it does, circle the number which
corresponds to the word.
If a word does not describe your present
feeling, then do NOT circle the number next to that item at all on
the sheet.
Because you will circle only the numbers next to those
items which describe how you feel, there will be some words whose
numbers will not be circled. Therefore, make sure you are circling
the correct number.
Some of the words may sound alike, but we want
you to circle the number for all the words^ which describe your present feelings.
Work rapidly.
1
2
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apf-i
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V CT
JL VP

zz

aHvpti t"11 TOll Q
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fTpcr
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clean

43

fearful

.

complaining

44.

fine

Z4

.

contented

45

fit

Z3

.

contrary

46

.

forlorn

5

agitated

26. cool

6.

agreeable

27.

cooperative

48. free

7.

aggressive

28.

critical

49.

friendly

8.

alive

29. cross

50.

frightened

9.

alone

30.

cruel

51.

furious

10.

amiable

31.

daring

52.

gay

11.

amused

32.

desperate

53.

gentle

12.

angry

33.

destroyed

54.

glad

13.

annoyed

34.

devoted

55.

gloomy

14.

awful

35.

disagreeable

56. good

15.

bashful

36.

discontented

57.

good-natured

16. bitter

37.

discouraged

58.

grim

17. blue

38.

disgusted

59. happy

displeased

60. healthy

47.

frank

18.

bored

39.

19.

calm

40. energetic

61. hopeless

20.

cautious

41. enraged

62. hostile

21.

cheerful

42. enthusiastic

63.

impatient

1
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64
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65
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m ue res

68
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panicky

110.

sullen

88

patient

111.

sunk

89

peaceful

112.

sympathetic

90.

pleased

113.

tame

91

pleasant

114. tender

polite

115.

tense

powerful

116.

terrible
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quiet

117.

terrified

lone ly

95

reckless

118.

thoughtful

1U5 L

9o

rej ected

119

timid

1UV

9

rough

120.

low

no

sad

121. understanding

lucky

99

safe

122

unhappy

/

9o
.

.

tormented

mad

100

satisfied

123

unsociable

mean

101

secure

124

upset

meek

102

snaky

125

vexed

merry

103

shy

126

warm

mild

104

soothed

127

whole

miserable

105

steady

128

wild

83.

nervous

106.

stubborn

129. willful

84.

obliging

107. stormy

130. wilted

85.

offended

108. strong

131. worrying

86.

outraged

109. suffering

132. young
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DO NOT WRITE IN SPACE BELOW
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APPENDIX

B

Digits Test

Instructions:

This is a test of auditory perception.

The pul-

sating tone you will hear will be used to adjust the volume
to
a comfortable level of listening.
Be sure you are comfortable

before proceeding with the test.

The words you will hear all

through the test are the names of numbers.
part you will hear one number at a time.
the number you heard each time.

During the first
You are to tell me

After a brief silent pause,

you will start to hear three consecutive sets of jumbled numbers
each time.

You are to repeat to me all the numbers you can

recall after each set of three consecutive presentations, in
any order you prefer.

The sets of numbers are presented to

your ears very briefly apart, so you have to report the numbers
heard very promptly after you hear a set.

Otherwise, you may

miss the numbers that follow the ones you would be reporting.
The numbers may seem to overlap each other, or to be jumbled
together.

This is the way the test is made and it is not

related to your hearing.

Half-way through the test the tape

will be stopped and the earphones will be reversed, but the
instructions remain the same.

If you have any questions

regarding the instructions, please let me know before we
start the test.

Remember, wait till you hear the whole set of three

consecutive presentations of numbers before you start repeating
them to me, all the numbers in any order you may prefer.

1
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Dichotic Digits
Left

Right

Left

Rieht

9-7-1

5-6-3

5-2-1

6-8-3

2-9-4

1-6-5

8-5-9

7-2-6

4-1-8

3-6-9

2-7-1

6-4-3

1-2-8

7-9-5

7-5-6

1-3-4

5-6-7

9-4-3

9-3-8

5-6-1

8-5-3

4-1-7

9-2-4

3-8-7

6-2-4

5-8-1

8-5-9

7-4-6

4-7-6

1-5-2

8-2-6

9-5-7

2-5-3

6-7-8

4-1-9

2-3-5

5-1-4

9-7-6

£.— J—

5-7-9

6-1-7

2-3-5

1-4-5

8-9-6

3-6-8

2-4-7

9-2-3

4-8-7

9-5-4

3-1-6

5-2-1

8-3-7

2-6-9

3-8-7

2-7-1

6-3-5

2-6-7

3-8-4

7-9-8

6-3-1

Total right ear:
Total left ear:

Practice digits
Left ear: 2-9-1-7-5-6-8-3-4
Right ear:9-4-5-8-6-l-7-2-3

1

AIMM-NDIX

1

C

Speech Sounds Test

Instructions

:

This is a test of auditory perception.

earphones feel comfortable.

Be sure the

The pulsating tone you will hear will

be used to adjust the volume to a comfortable listening level.

Throughout the test you will hear one sound after another
separated by a very brief silent period.

The sound you will hear

each time could be a real word that means something or a nonsense
word that does not mean anything in particular.

hear something like jumbled words that sound

a

Sometimes you may
little blurred, or

that the syllables overlap and sound like an echo.

This is how the

test is made and it is not related to your hearing.

You are to cross out the clearest form of the sound you hear

each time on the answer sheet.

Notice that the answer sheet has

four choices for the sound you hear on each line.

You must make

only one choice from among the four items on each line and cross
it out.

You may NOT erase or make more than one choice even if

you think you heard two different sounds.

If you think you heard

two sounds, cross out the one you heard the clearest.

After one

item has been crossed out for each of the printed lines on the

answer sheet, we will reverse the earphones and give you another

answer sheet to complete again.

Remember, the sounds come very

fast one after the other, so you must work fast.

Also remember

that each time the sound may be a real word or a nonsense word.

The sounds are distributed randomly; that is,
order.

in no

particular

The important thing is that you cross out on the answer

sheet the sound you hear the clearest.

Look at the example below on how to answer.
Example:
loop

Word heard is coop

moop

.

coop

toop

i
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f ol

pold

sold

dold

seep

f

eep

peep

took

dook

pook

look

d_L IS.

palk

walk

galk

oo
6 iee

blee

flee

klee

rasp

tasp

gasp

kasp

cry

bry

pry

gry

DenQ

pend

tend

kend

UcL L

kark

park

tark

trag

drag

prag

seed

keed

geed

fool

peel

zeel

feel

tip

sip

dip

mip

gaint

bamt

taint

paint

a dinp c l

pamper

vamper

gamper

rear

kear

mear

near

grank

drank

crank

trank

dimple

simple

f

rl

(toon

L-

cr

U

1

IS.

L

r

/A

imple

b imple

clight

plight

QdS L

past

sast

t ake

gake

bake

sight

pight

gight

gump

kump

dump

big

dig

kig

tig

die

z ie

lie

sie

plap

r

glap

clap

Sit

lit

git

jit

peaa

lc dv-1

read

gead

hold

bold

nold

dold

dorn

born

gorn

torn

sob

zob

rob

tob

sat

pat

dat

zat

"F

L

OO
do

t~
L

«-i

o

/~\

Lr

tight
j

ump

lap
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dold

pold

fold

sold

eep

geep

peep

seep

pook

look

dook

took

M.I 1.
galk

talk

walk

palk

tlee

glee

klee

blee

gasp

rasp

tasp

kasp

bry

pry

gry

cry

tend

bend

kend

pend

park

bark

kark

tark

prag

brag

trag

drag

keed

geed

feed

peel

zeel

teel

feel

dip

mip

sip

fip

taint

paint

baint

gaint

vamper

gamper

damper

pamper

mear

near

kear

fear

crank

t

rank

grank

drank

imple

simple

bimple

d

plight

clight

flight

glight

dast

past

sast

fast

bake

gake

take

dake

sight

pight

gight

fight

gump

kump

jump

dump

dig

kig

tig

big

sie

zie

die

lie

glap

plap

clap

flap

sit

git

fit

read

gead

lead

jHNUi

nold

hold

dold

bold

born

gorn

torn

dorn

tob

zob

sob

rob

dat

pat

zat

sat

f

f

H
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Scoring Key to Speech Sounds Test
fold

pold (L)

sold (R)

dold

geep

seep

feep (R)

peep (L)

took (L)

dook (R)

pook

look

talk

palk (R)

walk

(L)

galk

glee

blee (L)

flee (R)

klee

rasp (R)

tasp

gasp

kasp (L)

cry-

bry

pry (L)

gry (R)

bend (L)

pend

tend

kend (R)

bark

kark

park (L)

tark

trag (L)

drag

prag

feed (R)

seed

keed (L)

geed

teel (L)

peel

zeel

feel (R)

fip

sip (L)

dip

mip (R)

gaint

baint

taint

paint (L)

damper

ramper (L)

vamper

fear

kear

mear

near (L)

grank (L)

drank

crank (R)

trank

dimple

simple (L)

f imple

bimple

glight

flight (R)

clight (L)

plight

fast

dast

past

sast (L)

dake

take (R)

gake (L)

bake

fight (L)

sight

pight (R)

gight

jump

gump

kump (L)

dump (R)

big

dig (R)

kig

tig (L)

die

zie

lie (R)

sie (L)

plap

flap (L)

Slap (R)

clap

fit

git

jit

pead

lead

read (L)

gead (R)

hold (R)

bold

nold

dold (L)

brag

sit

(R)

(L)

(R)

(R)

(R)

(R)

(R)

(R)

gamper

(R)
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orn

born

gorn (L)

torn (R)

ob

(L)

zob

rob

tob

at

(R)

pat

dat (L)

zat

(R)

:
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Synthetic Speech Test

Instructions: This is a test of auditory perception.
You will
hear a pulsating tone which is used to adjust the volume
of the
earphones to a comfortable level.

You will hear a voice telling you to write one of six things.
This ^six possible things are the nonsense syllables "aba",
"ada",
"aka", "aga", "apa", or "ata".
Except for the changes in the
particular syllables you are to write, the instructions will
always be the same. The voice on the tape will say "Now write apa
or "Now write ada", and so on.

After each instruction there will be a short pause during
which you are to indicate which nonsense syllables you heard.
Since all the syllables begin and end with an a, these letters are
already marked on the answer sheet for you. All you have to do is
decide whether the sound you heard between the a. s is a b_, a <d,
a £, a k, a £, or a t_ and put that letter in the blank space
between the <a s
?

,

f

.

Sometimes the answer will be clear to you and other times not.
This is the way the test is designed, so do not become upset if
some are hard to make out.
Even if you are unsure of what you
heard, make a guess.
If you are absolutely unsure of what you
heard and do not want to guess, just put an X in the space on the
answer sheet and prepare to answer the next one.
If it sounds as
if you have heard two different syllables, put the letter of the
second syllable heard at the end of the line.
The tape will be stopped and the earphones will be reversed
Feel free to ask any
three times during the run of the tape.
questions regarding how to proceed.

Please write the six consonants on the top of the answer sheet
Remember, the syllables come just a
to help you remember them.
few seconds apart, so you have to work fast.

Example
a

Jr
cb

.

.. .
.

.
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a

1.

2.
3.

a
a

a
a
a

31
-C
—'

P.
CL

.

32

P

Cl

33

P

CL

3
CL

a

a

31

.

a

a

Z

a

a

32

.

a

a

o

j

CL

i

CL

J

.

a

a

33

.

a

a

A
4

•

a

a

34

.

a

a

.

a

a

35.

a

a

0

.

a

a

3d

.

a

a

/

.

a

a

37

.

a

a

Q
O

.

a

a

oo
38

.

a

a

9.

a

a

39

.

a

a

a

a

40

.

a

a

a

a

41

.

a

a

!

4.
5.

6.

a
a

a
a

7

a

a
a

a

34

P

CL

P

CL

3S

cl

d

36

d

d

a

a

^7i
j

•

c

1

J
c

j

j

8.

9.
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a
a
Cl

a
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39.

CL

d

d

a

a

a

a

j
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1U

.

[
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a
CL

^
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41

d

d
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11

d

d

1
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a
CL

13

CL

CL

4^

&

a

14

d

CL

44

d

a

a

Cl

49
4 ^.

.

I

H
H
*J

19
Z

.

a

a

HZ

.

a

a

1J

.

a

a

4j

.

a

a

14

.

a

a

44

.

a

a

45

a

•

d

d

U

15

CL
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4S

16

CL

CL

46
4U

7

CL
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47
4

1

/

d
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Pm
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.

a

a

•

d

d

o
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ID

.

d

a

.a
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•

d

d

QJ
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/
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•

d

d

4

d

d

40

•

d

d

a

a

4?
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d
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a
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d

d
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d
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d
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CL
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M
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.
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d
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4ft
HO
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•

Q

d
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a
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T3
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O
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1
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SO
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&
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a
d

P
CL

53
.J

m

CL

a

CL

SA
4
J

.
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d

24

£1
CL

CL

P

54
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a

a

JJ
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d
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CL

P

CL
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.

a

a

a

a

a

a

—

a

56

C.

26. a

3D. a
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27.

a

a

57. a

a

27. a

a

57.

a

a

28.

a

a

58.

a

a

28.

a

a

58.

a

a

29.

a

a

59. a

a

29. a

a

59.

a

a

30.

a

a
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a

30. a

a
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a
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9

j
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.
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a
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Scoring Key to the Synthetic Speech
Test

Monaural
Right
Left
1.

2.
3.

4.

k
b

d
t

Right

31. b
32.

V

i

p

2

XT

33. k

Toff
Lie r L

Right

Left

IS.

D

31.

P

B

"R

p

32

,

G

P

u

P

33.

B

K

34.

b

A

T

D

34. K

B

5.

d

35.

d

_/ •

u

T

35

P

D

6.

k

36.

d

u

•

IS.

V

36

T

D

b

37

g
o

7/

a

D

P
r

37

D

G

8.

d

38. n
F

ft

o

•

n
u

D

38. T

T"»

9.

g

39.

Q
j

.

p

P

39. K

T

10.

p

40. b

P

n
u

40. T

D

11-

8

41

Jj

41. G

r

12.

p

42. ©

1

2

P
r

If

42. P

b

13.

t

43. k

1

3

T

n
u

43. D

Is.

p

Q

44.

p

p

Y
IX

45. G

Pi

7.

t

11

•

P

P

14.

p

44.

5

1

U

15.

g

45.

d

J-

—

16.

t

46. b

16

T
j.

P

46. D

D

17.

d

47

t

]

7

n
u

P

47. B

T1

18.

k

48

a
o

18

T

48. T

P

19. b

49. t

19

B

D

49. D

T

20.

p

50. nr

20.

P

B

50. D

p

21. b

51. k

21.

B

T

51. T

K

22.

g

52. nF

22
mm mm

G

T

52. B

P

23.

k

53

5

23

K

P

53.

B

G

24.

d

54

b

24

D

K

54. G

B

Id

.

t

55.

k

25. T

P

55.

26.

t

56. k

26. T

K

56. G

K

27. p

57.

d

27.

P

T

57.

B

D

28.

58.

t

28. G

D

58.

P

T

59. P

29. B

K

59. K

P

60.

30.

K

60. K

D

g

29. b
30.

k

d

'

.

.

P

D

WW

K

:
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Affective Differential Scale
Instructions: The list of words that follows was used in the
construction of the auditory test you completed of words and nonsense words. We would like to find out whether any of these
words
have emotional meaning to you. This is important because we would
like to find out if your emotive association with those words interfered with the auditory perception test you completed. Please
be as honest as you can since the scale is not going to be used to
assess you in any way. You are to indicate on the spaces along the
horizontal line next to the word the degree and direction of
emotionality you attribute to each word by placing an X on the
appropriate space. For example,
rice

X
-3

+

-2

+

-1

+

0

+

+1

+

+2

+

+3

The example shows the word rice has a negative emotional meaning,
the person does not like it.
If the X had been placed on the space
for the zero, it would mean that the word had no emotional meaning
for that person.
On the other hand, if the X had been placed on
the space for the +3, it would mean that the word has positive
emotional meaning for that person; that is, that person probably
likes rice very much. Hence, a negative value shows the word as
having a distasteful meaning to you and a positive value shows it
as having a pleasant meaning to you.
The degree of either may be
determined by a number from one to three.
If you need further
explanation of the scale, do not hesitate to ask. Please work as
fast as you can.

pold

+

-3

+

-2

+

+

+2

+ +3

+1

+2

+3

0

+1

0

+

sold
-3

peep
'

+

-3

-2

0

+1

+2

+3

-3
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0

+1

+2

+3
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0

+1

+2

+3
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0
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f eep

took:

dook

+
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—

::::

^///
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4
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'
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'
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4

/

kasp
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bend
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/
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4

-3

'
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4
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'
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'
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'
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y

'
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keed
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teel

0
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'

brag
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4

y

'
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—
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+2

+1

^
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^
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^
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^

+2

^
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^

+1

'

+2

«

^

+1
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/
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0
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A

1
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o

/

^

I

1

0
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^
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'
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'
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^
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^
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^
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'
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'
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^
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— -3

feel

4
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sip

mip
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4
/
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/
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/
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/
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/
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*
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H

Consent Form

Thank you very much for your participation in this study.
The purpose of this experiment is to compare three tests
of auditory perception against each other to see which one is best.
At the end of the experiment we will provide you with the explanation for the procedures and some more information regarding the
study.
There are no risks or discomfort involved.
The experiment consists of four parts. First, we will ask you
to complete a check list with words that describe how you feel at
that moment.
This is done to find out what is your mood at the
beginning of the experiment. You are not being assessed in terms of
your personality characteristics and we are only interested in the
group results rather than that of individuals.

The rest of the experiment consists of three tests of auditory
perception and the completion of a differential scale of your emotive
associations to some very common words, none of which is in poor
taste.
The order of administration of the auditory tests and the
differential scale will vary from subject to subject. You will
receive instructions for every aspect of the experiment and will be
allowed to ask any questions regarding how to proceed.
You are free to withdraw from the experiment at any time and
you have the right to receive information regarding the final outcome of the experiment at your request once all the data have been
gathered and analyzed
The confidentiality of your participation will be protected.
Your name or any other identifying information which may be traced
back to you will not appear on any of the materials used. We will
assign a random number to each participant which does not follow
any chronological order so we will not be able to tell what are the
results for any individual participant. The materials completed by
the participants will only be seen by the principal investigator and
will be destroyed once they have fulfilled their purpose.
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Consent

have read the information above and feel satisfied
with the
conditions specified for my participation.
I understand that I
will receive one experimental credit for my participation. I
also
understand that I may ask any questions I feel necessary regarding
any aspect of the experiment.
I further understand that the
statistical data produced by this experiment may be published in
scientific journals or books or otherwise used to disseminate
scientific knowledge.
I

Signature

i

Date

1

f
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Feedback

Thank you for your participation.
you more about the experiment.

Now we would like to tell

In the experiment you just completed, we were comparing three
tests used for detecting cerebral dominance for speech. These

During each
auditory tests are called dichotic listening tests
test the stimuli were different for each of the ears and they were
presented through a stereophonic tape.
.

The dichotic listening tests assume that a person who has the
speech functions in the left hemisphere will report more items
presented to the right ear than to the left ear. Some people
associate this ear advantage to anatomical differences, others to
attentional factors, and others to the type of processing that
occurs in the hemisphere which predominantly controls speech functions, the left in most people. These tests are used frequently
detect
as part of a battery of psychological tests designed to
determine
brain injury or impairment of brain function. We hope to
as
that the Speech Sounds Test in this experiment is just
reliable and faster to administer than the other two tests.
of
You may request information regarding the final outcome
collected and analyzed,
this experiment after all the data have been
Efrain
me
probably by the end of the semester. You may reach
telephone 549-0339
Segarra at Tobin 602 during the day or at the
during the evening hours.
,

would like answered at
If you have any further questions you

to ask them.
this time or later, please do not hesitate

